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Abstract

This thesis spans two �elds: banking and labor markets. The �rst essay contributes to the former
�eld, while the second and third essays contribute to the latter. The research questions that are
broadly relevant to Macroeconomics. The second and third essays are based on joint work with
Diego Comin, Riccardo Franceschin and Antonella Trigari.

In the �rst essay, I ask: how can we measure and disentangle market power on lending
and deposit markets? What are the implications on the relationship between market power and
�nancial stability? I revisit this old question by developing a new structural approach to the joint
estimation of markups on lending rates and markdowns on deposit rates for all US depository
institutions between 1992 and 2019. Markups (markdowns) are wedges between the observed
price for the output (input) good and the price that would realize if the bank was a price taker
on that market. Markups have been trending downwards over time, while markdowns have
been increasing after the great recession and decreasing as recovery began. Bigger banks tend to
exert more market power on lending markets, while smaller banks exert more power on deposit
markets. However, markdowns play a larger role in the pro�tability of banks relative to markups.
I show that Her�ndahl-Hirschman Indices are positively correlated with markdowns on deposit
rates, but negatively with markups on lending rates. I compute the Z-score and the O-score as
measures of �nancial stability within US banks. I show that higher markups are associated with a
lower bankruptcy probability. Instead, markdowns correlate positively with default probabilities.
When considered jointly, markups and markdowns both correlate negatively with the probability
of bankruptcy. These results show that the sources of market power are important in addressing
this old question in the literature.

In the second essay, we seek to explain the di�erences in the time series of unemployment
we observe across Germany, France, Spain and Italy. We write a standard Diamond-Mortensen-
Pissarides (DMP) labor market model with search and matching frictions and we use it to assess
di�erences in labor markets across Germany, France, Spain and Italy. We simulate the model
feeding in exogenous shocks to aggregate productivity and to the discount factor. We obtain
three main results. We �rst con�rm the �nding in Hall (2017) that �nancial returns are corre-
lated to unemployment with European data, possibly more than labor productivity. Second, we
�nd that discount factors are a promising source of variation to explain �uctuations in unemploy-
ment. Finally, we observe that the extent to which the DMP model explains the four countries’
variations of unemployment depends on labor market institutions, as captured by the calibra-
tion, and on the degree of wage rigidity. However, the timing of �uctuations of unemployment
is di�erent across countries. This cannot be explained by di�erent discounts, as they happen to
be somewhat contemporaneous across countries.

Based on the results of the second essay, we attempt to characterize di�erences across la-
bor market outcomes in Europe in the third essay. We do so by writing a labor market model
where Fixed-Term Contracts (FTCs) and Open-Ended Contracts (OECs) can simultaneously arise
in equilibrium. We write a labor market model à la Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides that allows
for heterogeneous match-speci�c productivities. A random productivity is drawn when a �rm
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and a worker meet, but the parties only observe a noisy signal initially. As long as the match
persists, parties may perfectly learn the productivity with a Calvo-style lottery. At the match
and based on the information they observe, workers and productivities may decide to reject the
match, sign a FTC or an OEC.
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Chapter 1

Markups, Markdowns and Financial
Stability in the Banking Sector

1.1 Introduction

The great recession highlighted the importance of �nancial stability in the banking system. Aca-
demics and policy makers focused on assessing and improving �nancial stability. Many papers
focused on the relationship between �nancial stability and market power banks have. Particu-
larly on this topic, academics have not reached clear consensus.

On the other hand, recent literature in Economics has brought the importance of market
power front and center, especially in Macroeconomics. The literature acknowledges market
power on output markets and recently started to investigate market power on input markets.
Firms may behave as monopsonistic �rms, which lowers the observed price for their input goods
relative to the perfect competition benchmark. In the banking literature, competition plays many
roles and there is little agreement about the desirable state. Existing contributions highlight the
importance of competition both on lending and deposit markets.

In this paper, I tackle both issues with a novel approach. I use the production approach to the
estimation of markups and markdowns found in De Loecker and Warzynski (2012) and Morlacco
(2019) to banking data. Given balance sheet and income statement data, the production approach
allows for identi�cation of markups and markdowns. The strength of this methodology lies in
the data requirement. While markups are typically thought of as arising from the elasticity of
demand for the output good and markdowns from the elasticity of supply for the input good,
the production approach does not require demand and supply data. Originally based on Hall
(1988), the production approach consists of a structural model of �rm behavior. The �rst-order
condition links the unobservable markup to expenditure shares, which can be observed directly,
and production elasticities, which can be estimated. Morlacco (2019) expands this methodology
in order to allow for buyer’s market power, therefore introducing markdowns. Throughout this
text, the markup is the wedge between the price for the output good one observes and the price
one would observe were the seller a price taker. Conversely, the markdown is the wedge between
the price for the input good we observe and the price that would realize if the buyer was a price
taker. I jointly estimate both wedges for lending markets and deposit markets. For identi�cation,
I assume that banks hire labor on perfectly competitive markets and that both labor and deposits
are not subject to adjustment costs.1

1The assumptions of no adjustment costs are credible given that I use yearly balance sheet data. At the yearly
frequency, banks are unlikely to face signi�cant frictions in hiring labor or taking deposits. On the other hand, while
the �rst assumption goes against several papers documenting buyers’ power on labor markets, it may be reasonable
to believe that banks do not require highly specialized workers, such as tellers and administrative sta�. They can

1



2 CHAPTER 1. MARKUPS, MARKDOWNS AND FINANCIAL STABILITY IN BANKS

I �nd that markups on lending rates are trending downwards between 1992 and 2019, while
markdowns on deposit rates have substantially increased after the great recession. The yearly
cross-sectional dispersion of markups remains somewhat stable over the sample period, while
the dispersion of markdowns follows the level: increases in the average (or median) markup
are associated with increases in the cross-sectional dispersion, and vice versa. I compute the
correlations with certain observable bank characteristics. Bigger banks tend to charge more
markups and less markdowns. The same holds for more leveraged banks. Pro�tability correlates
positively with both markups and markdowns. Banks that have a higher share of loans among
their earning assets charge higher markups, but lower markdowns. Finally, banks that pay a
larger share of their income as dividends are associated with higher markups and markdowns.

I compare markups and markdowns to the Her�ndahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) computed
at the state level for both deposits and loans. HHIs are usually taken as measures of market
power, both for banks and manufacturing �rms. I show that the HHI on deposits correlates pos-
itively with markdowns on deposit rates, although weakly. Instead, the HHI on loans correlates
negatively with markups on lending rates. This suggests that markups and markdowns do not
necessarily capture the same phenomena as HHIs.2

I obtain measures of �nancial stability by computing the Z-score (Altman, 1968) and the
O-score (Ohlson, 1980). These consists of the predicted values of two regressions, where the
left-hand side is an indicator of bankruptcy, which equals one if the bank will default within the
following year. The two scores di�er for the right-hand side term, which are generally balance
sheet ratios. The scores can be interpreted as probabilities of bankruptcy that can be predicted
(in sample) by reports of condition, such as balance sheets. I regress these measures of �nancial
stability on the markups and markdowns I obtained. The goal of such regression is to assess
the correlation between market power and �nancial stability. Interestingly, I �nd that markups
correlate negatively with default probabilities. The correlation is small, although signi�cant. I
also �nd that markdowns are positively correlated with default probabilities, although the sign
reverses once I account for markups as well. While I control for bank �xed e�ects, this result may
be driven by a generalized increase in bank size that occurs across the whole cross section. Bigger
banks rely more on markups than markdowns and, at the same time, there has been considerable
mergers or acquisitions activity throughout the sample period.

This paper contributes to two main strands of the literature. The �rst one deals with the
estimation or computation of measures of competition. The production approach to the esti-
mation of markups was �rst introduced by Hall (1988). De Loecker and Warzynski (2012) later
developed the full procedure, which relies on the estimation of the production function. More re-
cently, De Loecker and Eeckhout (2019) and related papers from the same authors employed the
methodology to document global trend in markups across various industries. I contribute to this
literature by providing evidence that more narrowly focuses on banks. This is motivated by the
fact that the concept of production function does not obviously relate to banks. Consequently, I
adapt the estimation of production functions to suit banking data. Morlacco (2019) modi�ed the
technique in De Loecker and Warzynski (2012) in order to accommodate market power in input
markets. I adapt their techniques to banking data in order to estimate the markdown on deposit
rates. While the aforementioned papers deal with manufacturing �rms, this paper brings the
same insights to the banking sector.

The second strand of the literature I contribute to deals with the relationship between �nan-
cial stability and market power. This literature contains con�icting results, both theoretically

therefore hire labor from a pool where banks compete with other industries.
2Future revisions of this paper will include a comparison with the Boone (2008) indicator. This alternative measure

of competition relies on the relationship between pro�ts and marginal costs. For a given increase in marginal costs,
pro�ts should decrease. The bigger the decrease, and the harsher competition there is in the market. The argument
supporting this hypothesis is due to �rm e�ciency.
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and empirically. For example, Hellmann et al. (2000) argue that competition may be detrimental
for �nancial stability. In a scarcely competitive environment, banks realize pro�ts, which can be
accumulated and may serve as bu�er against adverse shocks. Conversely, Boyd and De Nicoló
(2005) argue that competition may foster �nancial stability. Banks with more market power do
realize more pro�ts, but also induce higher loan interest rates. This may increase risk-taking at-
titudes of �rms that apply for loans. Empirically, Beck et al. (2006) show that more concentrated
banking systems are associated with more �nancially stable economies. Instead, Schaeck et al.
(2009) use the H -statistic of Panzar and Rosse (1987) to �nd that more competitive environments
are associated with more stable banks. Berger et al. (2009) �nd that banks with more market
power have less risk exposure. While this literature tends to focus on lending markets, I disen-
tangle the e�ect of market power on lending and deposit markets. I jointly estimate markups
and markdowns. I show that higher markups are associated with lower bank default probabili-
ties, while the opposite holds for markdowns. Once I account for both markups and markdowns,
I �nd that they both correlate negatively with the probability of bankruptcy. This change of
sign for markdowns provides further motivation to the approach: it is important to disentangle
market power for output goods and market power for inputs. Any alternative method that does
not disentangle these two sources of market power may misinterpret the role of competition for
�nancial stability.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1.2 details the production approach to
the estimation of markups and markdowns, together with its application to the banking sector.
Section 1.3 presents the data I use. Section 1.4 shows the empirical results on markups on lending
rates and markdowns on deposit rates, together with correlations with observable bank charac-
teristics and a comparison with the Her�ndahl-Hirschman Indices. Section 1.5 shows details on
the measures of �nancial stability I use. Section 1.6 presents the results that relate market power
on �nancial stability. Section 1.7 concludes.

1.2 The production approach to markups and markdowns esti-
mation

The production approach to the estimation of markups and markdowns is detailed in De Loecker
and Warzynski (2012) and Morlacco (2019). It relies on a simple structural model of �rm behavior
given a cost function and a production function. Before I detail the methodology, it is useful to
clarify its use in the context of banking.

1.2.1 Conceptual framework

Production functions typically belong to the realm of manufacturing �rms. They describe the
transformation from inputs goods into output goods in a concise way. They are often referred
to as “black boxes” because they do not describe how exactly such transformation takes place.
Production functions are rarely encountered in the literature on banking: existing papers have
focused on the role of banks as intermediaries, exploring the economic mechanisms that justify
such roles. I do not model explicitly any speci�c role of banks. Instead, I take those roles for
granted and I model them with a production function. This function for banks includes all the
economic frictions that a bank addresses, such as informational asymmetries. In this sense a loan
production function can be seen as a reduced-form characterization of the activity of the bank
that does not ignore their economic role.

I assume that banks collect sources of �nancing, such as deposits and equity, and use them to
provide loans. To do so, banks also need traditional input goods, such as labor and capital. This
approach follows directly Sealey and Lindley (1977), who characterize the activity of a bank in
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terms of classical production theory. In their paper, the authors also describe the main di�erence
between a bank and a manufacturing �rm in terms of production. A manufacturing �rm requires
capital and labor to produce a physical good. Instead, banks also require sources of �nancing in
order to supply a loan. To see this, consider a bank in a frictionless, simpli�ed world that only
uses deposits and labor and that such inputs are already being e�ciently exhausted. Suppose that
this bank can hire more labor, but cannot raise an additional unit of deposits. In this case, the bank
cannot increase its outstanding loans, because the balance sheet constraint binds. On the other
hand, if such bank can source additional deposits but cannot hire more labor, then it does not
have the capacity to process more loans. Therefore, there is a degree of complementarity between
sources of �nancing and physical input goods. Generally speaking, the production feasibility set
of a bank is a�ected by the balance sheet constraint, the need for physical goods (e.g., premises,
IT equipment, labor), regulatory constraints and the sources of risk, such as a creditor’s default
risk and the risk of bank runs.

In reality, banks also use sources of �nancing other than deposits, such as equity and, in some
cases, corporate bonds. Some banks can also be seen as multi-output �rms, because some buy
�nancial assets and repackage them as securities to be either held or traded. Because I focus on
depository institutions, most of earning assets in those banks are made of loans, as the summary
statistics below show. Additionally, equity and deposits almost entirely describe the liabilities
side of balance sheets. For these reasons, I focus on a single-product production function, where
the output is loans, and I restrict my attention to deposits and equity as the only sources of
�nances.

1.2.2 The structural model

Building on De Loecker and Warzynski (2012) and Morlacco (2019), I assume that every bank i in
period t solves the following static cost minimization problem, subject to a production function
and for a given level of outstanding loans:

min
Dit ,Eit ,Nit ,Kit

rDit Dit + r
E
itEit + witNit + rKit Kit (1.1)

subject to Lit = F (Dit , Eit , Nit , Kit ) ,

where Lit are loans, Dit are deposits, Eit is equity, Nit is labor, Kit is capital, rDit , rEit , and rKit
are the input interest rates paid on deposits, equity and capital respectively, wit is the wage
per e�cient labor unit and F (⋅) is the loan production function. Given a level of outstanding
loans Lit , the solution to this problem characterizes the optimal mix of physical input goods and
�nancial assets to use in loan production. In order to identify the markup on lending rates, it is
necessary to assume price-taking behavior and no adjustment costs for at least one input good
or asset. Conversely, in order to identify the markdown on deposit rates, it is necessary to have
an identi�ed measure of markup on lending rates and, additionally, to assume that banks are not
price-takers on deposit markets and that deposits are not subject to adjustment costs.

I assume that labor satis�es the required assumptions for identi�cation of markups on lending
rates. Two reasons justify this assumption. First, it is arguably the case that banks are not price-
takers on the markets for deposits, while equity and capital may well be subject to adjustment
costs. In particular, one objective of this paper is to identify a markdown on deposit rates. Second,
banks compete with other industries for low-skilled workers and for administrative sta� on one
hand. On the other, banks may not perfectly compete with other industries for mid- or top-
management workers. However, the more one climbs the job ladder within a bank and the more
she is likely to be also paid with other forms of compensation, such as stock options, rather than
wages.
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The �rst order condition for (1.1) with respect to labor is

wit = �it
)F
)Nit

,

where �it is the Lagrange multiplier associated to the production function and corresponds to
the marginal cost of loan production. By multiplying each side by Nit /(rLitLit ), where rLit is the
interest rate on loans a bank charges, and rearranging terms we obtain the following expression:

rLit
�it⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟
�it

= [
)F
)Nit

⋅
Nit
Lit ]⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

�Nit

⋅ [
witNit
rLitLit ]

−1

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
1/�Nit

. (1.2)

The left-hand side is the interest rate on loans divided by the marginal cost of loan production,
that is the gross markup on the lending rate, �it . The right-hand side is made of two components:
the �rst, �Nit , is the elasticity of loan production to labor and the second, 1/�Nit , is the inverse ex-
penditure share of labor relative to loan interest income. This expression has operational content.
It implies that we can compute the unobservable markup given the inverse expenditure share,
which is readily available in balance sheet data, and the production function elasticity, which can
be estimated given a panel of banks.

Consider now the �rst-order condition to (1.1) with respect to deposits Dit . Repeating the
steps taken above, the �rst-order condition is

[1 +
)rDit
)Dit

⋅
Dit
rDit ]⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

 it

⋅
rLit
�it⏟⏞⏟⏞⏟
�it

= [
)F
)Dit

⋅
Dit
Lit ]⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟

�Dit

⋅ [
rDit Dit
rLitLit ]

−1

⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏞⏟
1/�Dit

, (1.3)

where the term  it relates to the inverse supply elasticity of deposits. Morlacco (2019), who
focuses on French manufacturing �rms, interprets  it as a markdown. Formally, the markdown
is here de�ned as the wedge between the deposit rate banks pay relative to the interest rate that
banks would pay if they were price-takers on deposit markets. In order to empirically recover the
markdown component, one needs the same ingredients as before (i.e., the inverse expenditure
share and the elasticity of the production function) and, additionally, a measure of markups. This
happens because the markdown component is unobservable given balance sheet data. Assuming
that Equation (1.2) identi�es the markup, one can take the ratio between Equation (1.3) and (1.2)
and identify the markdown:

�Dit /�Dit
�Nit /�Nit

=
�it it
�it

=  it . (1.4)

To recap, the production approach to the estimation of markups and markdowns consists
of three steps. The �rst is estimating the production function elasticity with respect to each
input good. This exercise is standard in the Empirical Industrial Organization literature. The
second is computing the inverse expenditure shares of each input good, which is trivial given
income statement variables. The third and �nal step is choosing two input goods such that one is
subject to neither monopsonistic competition nor adjustment costs and the other is not subject to
adjustment costs. The �rst-order condition with respect to the �rst good allows for identi�cation
of the markup on lending rates, while the ratio of �rst-order conditions identi�es the markdown.
While the second and third steps are trivial, the �rst one requires some attention and I therefore
turn to it now.
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1.2.3 Estimation of the production function and production elasticities

Consider the following net loan production function for bank i at period t , with variables written
in logs:

lit = f (dit , eit , nit , kit ; �) + "̃it , (1.5)

where � is the vector of production function parameters and "̃it is normally referred to as an
unobserved productivity term. In the context of �nancial assets as loans, it is not clear what
productivity means. In this paper, I assume that net loans are subject to repayment shocks.
When "̃it is positive, the bank receives a repayment from a loan that was not expected to realize.
Conversely, when "̃it is negative, the bank does not receive a repayment from a loan that was
instead expected to realize. Because each bank has private information regarding the repayment
shocks "̃it while the researcher does not, the OLS estimate of � will be subject to an endogeneity
issue because of an omitted variable bias. Therefore, the OLS estimate of � cannot be reliably
interpreted as (the vector of) the loan elasticities to the input goods. This endogeneity issue is
well documented in Olley and Pakes (1996), Levinsohn and Petrin (2003) and Ackerberg et al.
(2015).

In this paper, I follow the approach of Ackerberg et al. (2015) in estimating the production
function parameters. Suppose that the repayment shock "̃it can be decomposed in two additive
terms (in logs): a term that is known by bank i at time t , !it and a term that is unknown to both
the bank and the researcher, "it . Therefore, we can rewrite Equation (1.5) as

lit = f (dit , eit , nit , kit ; �) + !it + "it .

To identify the production function parameters � , Ackerberg et al. (2015) propose a two-step
GMM approach. Identi�cation of � occurs at the second stage. Suppose that there exists an
intermediate, complementary production good or asset that the bank chooses based also on the
privately observed term !it . Such term does not appear in the production function (1.5) because
this is a value-added speci�cation. In the context of manufacturing �rms, such good can be
materials, and is therefore denoted as mit . In the context of banks, there is no such thing as
materials. However, I write net loans in the value-added production function. A control variable
for banks that appears in the balance sheets is the loan loss provisions, which re�ects the fraction
of repayments of gross loans the banks deems noncollectable. The determination of each period’s
loan loss provision is up to each bank, as each one is expected to have private information about
its customers. Let mit be determined by the following demand function:

mit = ℎ (dit , eit , nit , kit , !it ) . (1.6)

This demand function arises from the optimization problem in (1.1) when the constraint is not the
value-added production function but, rather, the gross production function, where intermediate
goods or assets would appear. Assume that the function ℎ is invertible with respect to !it , such
that we can write

!it = ℎ−1 (dit , eit , nit , kit , mit ) .

Plug this expression in Equation (1.5) to obtain the following:

lit = f (dit , eit , nit , kit ; �) + ℎ−1 (dit , eit , nit , kit , mit ) + "it
= Φ (dit , eit , nit , kit , mit ; �) + "it . (1.7)

Equation (1.7) constitutes the �rst step in the estimation procedure. It is estimated with OLS
where the function Φ(⋅) is approximated with a n-th order polynomial. Let Φit denote the pre-
dicted values of the regression.
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The second step consists of a GMM estimation. From Equation (1.5), and given a value for � ,
we have that

!it (�) = Φit − f (dit , eit , nit , kit ; �) .

A su�cient condition for identi�cation of � is that !it follows a Markov process at the bank level.
For concreteness, I assume that the repayment shock !it follows an AR(1) process for each bank
i:

!it = �!it−1 + �it , (1.8)

where the innovation term �it is not in the information set of each bank. The GMM moment
condition requires that

0 = Eit (�it (�))
0 = Eit (Φit − f (dit , eit , nit , kit ; �) − � [Φit−1 − f (dit−1, eit−1, nit−1, kit−1; �) ]) .

Note that the expectation is conditional on the information set of bank i at time t , which makes
it operationally di�cult to deal with. Following Ackerberg et al. (2015), I instrument the con-
ditioning information set with a vector of variables that I assume not to correlate with �it . In
particular, the instrumented GMM condition is

E

⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

[Φit − f (dit , eit , nit , kit ; �) − � [Φit−1 − f (dit−1, eit−1, nit−1, kit−1; �)]] ⊗

⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

1
kit
lit−1
Φit−1

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

= 0. (1.9)

Operationally, the variable lit is the log of total net outstanding loans, dit is the log of total
domestic deposits, eit is the log of total equity, nit is the log-expenditure on labor and kit is the
log of premises and equipment. I specify the production function (1.5) to be Cobb-Douglas. I
implement the second step in the estimation of the production function with a numerical root-
�nding routine. I set the initial condition for � to the OLS estimate of Equation (1.5).

Assuming a Cobb-Douglas production function implies that the loan elasticities to each input
good or asset are constants across time and banks. Hence, the cross-sectional and time-series
features of markups on lending rates are driven by the features of the expenditure shares. The
elasticities simply rescale the expenditure shares. This is easily seen in Equation (1.2).

1.3 Data and summary statistics

I use data from the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). They maintain and provide
the Statistics on Depository Institutions (SDI). These are balance sheet, income statement and
demographic variables available at the quarterly frequency. They are compiled from the quarterly
Call Reports, which are reports of condition and income. Each depository institution is required
by law to �ll the Call Reports. The structure of the �lled form and the amount of detail in reported
information depends on the amount of total assets and on whether banks have only domestic or
domestic and foreign o�ces. The data are publicly available starting from 1992Q4. I use �gures
from 1992Q4 to 2019Q4. Income statement variables are cumulated within each �scal year for
each bank. When I take within year-bank di�erences to obtain the non-cumulated version of the
variables, I observe signi�cant seasonal variation at the year-bank level for all income statement
variables. For example, cash dividends are typically registered in the income statement only at
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Figure 1.1: Bankruptcies in sample period.

the end of the year. For this reason, I focus my attention to end-year observations, e�ectively
using data at the yearly frequency.

I use data from the Bank Failure and Assistance database, also provided by the FDIC, in order
to obtain an indicator of bankruptcy for each bank. These data report the date of bankruptcy
for every failed bank to date. Additionally, the FDIC reports the type of settlement after the
bankruptcy: failure or assistance. In the former case, the �nancial institution is liquidated. In the
latter, the FDIC provides guidance so that the bankrupt institution is acquired by another bank.
From these data, I compile an indicator variable for each bank present in the SDI. The variable
equals one if, in that year, the bank went bankrupt.

Table 1.1 shows summary statistics for the cross-sections of banks in 1992 and 2019. Their
comparison provides an indication of changes in the US banking industry over 27 years. Each
table groups statistics by percentile brackets of total assets. The number of depository institutions
in the US went from 13,973 in 1992 to 5,186 in 2019. Roughly 48 percent of total banking system
assets belonged to the top size percentile in 1992 and roughly 75 percent in 2019. The number of
existing banks reduced over time. This is a �rst indicator that banking activities concentrated in
bigger banks over time.

The composition of the balance sheets of banks has slightly changed over time. Net loans
represented 51 to 58 percent of total assets in 1992 and 59 to 70 percent in 2019. Compared to
held securities, net loans make for the majority of earning assets. Financing is primarily given
by deposits, which backed roughly 73 to 88 percent of total assets in 1992 and 77 to 83 percent
in 2019. Equity has become more important over time, backing roughly 7 to 9 percent of total
assets in 1992 and 11 to 13 percent in 2019.

The primary source of income has always been interest from loans, ranging from roughly
55 to 64 percent of total income in 1992 and from 56 to 72 in 2019. Interest income from held
securities decreased over time, from approximately 17 to 26 percent of total income in 1992 to 9
to 13 in 2019. Somewhat surprisingly, service charges on deposits are a relatively small source of
income for banks, accounting for roughly 2-3 percent of total income both at the beginning and
at the end of the sample. This reinforces the assumption that deposits are input goods. Although
banks may compete over commission fees, they are not an important source of revenue for banks.

Figure 1.1 shows the number of bankruptcies in the sample period. There has been a number
of bankruptcies at the beginning of the sample and right after the great recession. Of the 849
bankruptcies in the sample period, 640 resolved with other banks acquiring all deposits (insured
and uninsured) and some assets, 126 resolved with other banks acquiring only insured deposits,
51 resulted in complete payouts, 17 resulted in other institutions paying insured deposits (without
acquiring them) and 15 resulted in assisted transactions, where the FDIC managed transactions
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Table 1.1: Summary statistics at the beginning and at the end of the sample period. Dollar �gures are adjusted for in�ation and expressed in terms of
2019 US dollars. The term “percentile bracket” refers to the cross-sectional distribution of total assets within each year.

1992 2019
Percentile bracket [0, 75) [75, 90) [90, 95) [95, 98) [98, 99) [99, 100] [0, 75) [75, 90) [90, 95) [95, 98) [98, 99) [99, 100]

No. of banks 10,479 2,096 699 419 140 140 3,889 778 259 156 52 52
Average total assets (bln USD) 0.089 0.370 0.900 2.448 6.258 28.050 0.200 0.958 2.537 8.014 25.297 269.025
Median total assets (bln USD) 0.075 0.344 0.843 2.196 6.136 16.237 0.160 0.897 2.318 6.810 24.757 117.848
Average income (bln USD) 0.008 0.031 0.077 0.206 0.547 2.602 0.011 0.052 0.138 0.411 1.290 14.148
Median income (bln USD) 0.006 0.029 0.071 0.179 0.498 1.431 0.008 0.037 0.093 0.264 0.816 9.000
Average expense (bln USD) 0.006 0.025 0.062 0.169 0.429 2.091 0.008 0.045 0.115 0.341 1.271 6.492
Median expense (bln USD) 0.005 0.023 0.057 0.144 0.398 1.162 0.006 0.032 0.077 0.212 0.739 4.041
Average NIM / assets (%) 4.227 3.935 3.863 3.674 3.607 3.576 3.460 3.423 3.325 3.305 3.293 3.144
Percentage of total system assets (%) 11.386 9.503 7.710 12.566 10.732 48.102 4.153 3.977 3.507 6.673 7.021 74.669

Average percentage relative to total assets in size category
Net loans 51.821 57.297 59.242 57.662 57.984 58.907 63.186 70.388 69.810 70.024 68.123 59.389
Securities 31.508 28.643 26.603 26.641 24.572 21.420 19.057 16.392 16.666 17.806 17.074 21.885
Intangible capital 0.127 0.193 0.320 0.602 0.668 0.604 1.601 1.705 1.476 1.261 1.215 0.797
Physical capital 1.603 1.588 1.396 1.318 1.264 1.286 0.330 0.836 1.113 2.069 3.378 2.094
Deposits 88.194 87.272 84.978 80.650 75.862 73.357 83.179 82.696 81.198 78.660 76.812 77.338
Equity 9.559 8.221 7.415 7.403 7.284 6.889 13.096 11.973 11.729 12.634 13.037 11.191

Average percentage relative to income in size category
Int. income from loans 60.655 63.799 64.486 62.516 59.799 55.750 71.548 72.198 69.929 69.366 69.500 56.787
Int. income from securities 26.681 24.112 22.168 23.580 18.777 17.344 10.717 8.755 9.392 10.962 9.026 12.850
Int. income from lease �nancing receivables 0.151 0.195 0.402 0.488 1.224 1.322 0.194 0.213 0.370 0.437 0.500 1.029
Income from charges on deposits 3.017 2.557 2.373 2.441 2.912 2.797 3.607 3.150 3.348 3.152 3.427 3.158

Average percentage relative to expenses in size category
Int. expense on deposits 51.196 52.147 49.648 45.851 40.652 34.539 19.053 21.197 22.631 23.381 21.623 22.646
Wages and salaries 23.090 20.742 19.612 18.063 18.493 19.750 44.995 44.264 41.817 38.733 35.294 32.269
Cash dividends 6.343 6.293 5.163 5.344 4.856 5.923 16.964 16.728 16.882 28.960 27.209 36.589
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across banks such that the bankrupt institution’s charter survives. These numbers highlight the
relevance of acquisitions or assumptions relative to payouts or assisted transactions.

1.4 Markups and markdowns in the banking industry

In this section, I present the results on the estimation of markups and markdowns. I also describe
their correlation with observable bank characteristics and I compare them with Her�ndahl-
Hirschman indices.3

1.4.1 Evolution of markups and markdowns over time

Following the procedure detailed in Section 1.2, I compute the markups and markdowns on lend-
ing and deposit rates respectively. Table 1.2 reports the estimates of the production function
parameters, assuming that the production function is Cobb-Douglas. I report the results using
OLS on Equation (1.5), together with the GMM results using the procedure described above.4

The estimates also represent the production function elasticities with respect to each input good
ceteris paribus, because of the functional form and because all variables are expressed in logs.

First, the OLS and GMM estimates are di�erent. This comes from the fact that OLS estimates
su�er an omitted variable bias. Second, the results show the predominant elasticity of loans with
respect to deposits. A one percent increase in deposits translates into a roughly 0.54 percent
increase in net loans. The elasticity of loans to equity is roughly 0.20, to labor is 0.28 and to
physical capital is 0.03. For robustness, I also report the estimates using quarterly data. Quarterly
income statement variables are cumulative at the bank-year level. For this reason, I take their
�rst-di�erences within every bank-year pair. The results are qualitatively comparable, where the
major di�erences occur for the elasticities of loans with respect to deposits and labor. The results
on markups and markdowns that follow rely on the GMM estimates using the yearly data.

Figure 1.2 shows the time series behavior of the average, median and interquartile range of
markups on lending rates. The average net markup went from roughly 50 percent in 1992 to
roughly 25 percent in 2019. Overall, markups have been trending downwards over time, with a
temporary increase before the great recession.

Figure 1.3 shows instead the time series of the average, median and interquartile range of
markdowns on deposit rates. The average markdown in 2019 is roughly ten times higher than
the average markdown in 1992. The increase predominantly occurred after the great recession.
Importantly, the dispersion of markdowns has increased whenever the average increased, and
vice versa.

As Equation (1.3) shows, there is a mechanical relationship between markdowns and markups.
Keeping the expenditure share �Dit and the elasticity �Dit constant, if the markup �it increases, then
the markdown  it has to decrease. However, the reported time series behavior suggest that there
also is an economic interpretation to this relationship. We observe markups on lending rates to
decrease with the great recession, while markdowns on deposit rates increase. We also observe
that there has been an increase in the number of bankrupt banks during the great recession. Be-
cause policy makers were concerned with �nancial stability at the time, they had to impose more
stringent rules about the risk-taking behavior of banks. This meant that banks faced harsher
competition on lending rates and had to make up for the lost pro�tability in order to survive.
Deposits have been a way for banks to sustain their pro�t streams, by paying deposit rates that
are relatively lower than comparable interest rates (e.g., risk-free rates).

3I will add the comparison with the Boone indicator in future revisions of this work.
4The standard errors for the GMM estimates need to be bootstrapped and will appear in future revisions of this

paper.
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Figure 1.2: Average, median and interquartile range of gross markups across years. Each yearly
cross-section of markups has been trimmed 1% top and 1% bottom to account for outliers.
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Figure 1.3: Average, median and interquartile range of gross markdowns across years. Each
yearly cross-section of markdowns has been trimmed 1% top and 1% bottom to account for out-
liers.
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Table 1.2: Estimates of the production function parameters. All variables are expressed in logs.
The columns for the initial condition refer to the OLS estimates of the production function (1.5),
which are then used as initial condition for the GMM optimization. The columns for GMM
estimates show the �nal results. The number in parentheses are standard errors. The standard
errors for the GMM estimates need to be bootstrapped and will appear in future revisions of this
paper.

Net loans
Yearly data Quarterly data

OLS GMM OLS GMM

Constant 0.1975 0.0707 0.0124 0.0072
(0.009) (0.005)

Deposits 0.6376 0.5394 0.7028 0.6981
(0.002) (0.001)

Equity 0.1812 0.2036 0.2120 0.2200
(0.002) (0.001)

Labor 0.2082 0.2877 0.0847 0.0808
(0.002) (0.001)

Capital 0.0451 0.0386 0.0631 0.0604
(0.001) (0.000)

1.4.2 Markups, markdowns and bank characteristics

How do markups and markdowns correlate with observable bank characteristics? To answer this
question, I regress them separately on a set of balance sheet and income statement variables. This
exercise is useful to shed light on which banks are able to charge higher markups or markdowns.
However, it does not help understand the determinants of market power in loan and deposit
markets. In the right-hand side variables I include the log of assets to capture the size of the bank,
the log of assets over equity to capture leverage, the log of the net interest margin over assets
to capture bank pro�tability, the log of net loans over held securities to consider di�erent ways
banks use earning assets and the log of cash dividends over net income to capture the relationship
between the bank and its stockholders. All variables are in logs in order to interpret the estimates
as the percent change in the left-hand side variable associated with a one percent increase in the
right-hand side variable. I consider all four combinations that result from including, or not,
bank and/or year �xed e�ects. Including �xed e�ects gives a sense of variation across banks
or periods, rather than within. For example, including time �xed e�ects controls for the e�ect
a particular year may have on all observations (e.g., the great recession). Including bank �xed
e�ects helps control for certain bank characteristics that are not captured by the regressors, such
as geographical location.

Table 1.3 shows the results from a set of regressions where the dependent variable is either the
log-markup or the log-markdown and the independent variables are a set of bank characteristics.
Columns 1 to 4 relate to log-markups. The signs of the coe�cients change depending on whether
I consider bank and/or year �xed e�ects. The �rst column of the table considers neither bank
nor year �xed e�ects. We see that increases in size, leverage, pro�tability are associated with
increases in the markups. Conversely, markups correlate negatively with the prevalence of loans
as earning assets and with the amount of income paid out as dividends. However, the adjusted R-
squared is relatively low, at just above �ve percent. This means that the regressors I considered
are not enough to capture all variation in markups within banks and within periods. Once I
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Table 1.3: Correlations between log-markups, log-markdowns and observable bank characteristics. Markups and markdowns have been trimmed one
percent both at the bottom and at the top of each yearly cross-section.

Log(Markups) Log(Markdowns)
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Log(Assets) 0.0074∗∗∗ 0.0256∗∗∗ −0.1272∗∗∗ 0.1258∗∗∗ 0.0860∗∗∗ 0.0229∗∗∗ 0.6201∗∗∗ −0.2142∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.005) (0.002)

Log(Assets / equity) 0.1839∗∗∗ −0.0628∗∗∗ 0.2917∗∗∗ 0.0670∗∗∗ −0.7124∗∗∗ 0.0571∗∗∗ −0.9370∗∗∗ −0.1760∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.003) (0.004) (0.003) (0.008) (0.005) (0.011) (0.005)

Log(NIM / assets) 0.2767∗∗∗ −0.2320∗∗∗ 0.4498∗∗∗ 0.0412∗∗∗ −0.6810∗∗∗ 0.8217∗∗∗ −1.0631∗∗∗ 0.2455∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.004) (0.004) (0.003) (0.011) (0.006) (0.013) (0.005)

Log(Loans / securities) −0.0541∗∗∗ 0.0258∗∗∗ −0.0514∗∗∗ 0.0042∗∗∗ 0.1647∗∗∗ −0.0673∗∗∗ 0.1365∗∗∗ −0.0125∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.003) (0.001)

Log(Cash dividends / income) −0.0153∗∗∗ 0.0329∗∗∗ −0.0470∗∗∗ 0.0055∗∗∗ 0.1485∗∗∗ 0.0017 0.1820∗∗∗ 0.0109∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)

Constant 1.1023∗∗∗ −0.1754∗∗∗ 2.9610∗∗∗ −0.8327∗∗∗ −1.5514∗∗∗ 2.2289∗∗∗ −8.6127∗∗∗ 3.7014∗∗∗
(0.016) (0.013) (0.022) (0.018) (0.041) (0.022) (0.065) (0.032)

Observations 159139 159139 158180 158180 158924 158924 157985 157985
Bank FE No No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes
Year FE No Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes
Adjusted R2 0.0541 0.4563 0.6066 0.8302 0.1355 0.7668 0.5092 0.9235
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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consider time �xed e�ects, all signs are �ipped, except for the one with respect to bank size. The
adjusted R-squared jumps up to roughly 45 percent. The regressors do a fair job at capturing
some variation in markups across periods, but within banks. When I allow for bank �xed e�ects
only, we observe that markups are negatively correlated with bank size, the prevalence of loans
as earning assets and the relative amount of dividends. The adjusted R-squared is roughly 60
percent, showing that the chosen regressors do a good job at capturing variation in markups
across banks, but within periods. Finally, when I add both year and bank �xed e�ects, we observe
that all correlations are positive. The R-squared is now roughly 83 percent, meaning that the
explanatory variables explain the vast majority of variation of markups across banks and across
periods.

Columns 5 to 8 of Table 1.3 shows the correlations with the log-markdown on deposit rates.
These correlate positively with bank size, the prevalence of loans as earnings assets and relative
dividends within banks and within periods. Conversely, markdowns correlate negatively with
leverage and pro�tability. The adjusted R-squared is just above 13 percent, suggesting again
that the chosen regressors do a poor job at explaining variation in markdowns within banks and
within years. Adding year �xed e�ects �ips all signs, except for the ones on bank size and relative
dividends. However, the adjusted R-squared jumps to roughly 76 percent. This means that the
right-hand side variables explain most variation in markdowns within banks, but across years.
Using instead bank �xed e�ects shows that markdowns are positively correlated with bank size,
the prevalence of loans as earning assets and the relative dividends. They are negatively corre-
lated with leverage and pro�tability. The adjusted R-squared is roughly 51 percent, indicating
that the regressors explain only half of the variation of markdowns across banks, but within pe-
riods. Finally, when using both year and bank �xed e�ects, markdowns correlate positively with
pro�tability and relative dividends. They instead correlate negatively with bank size, leverage
and the prevalence of loans as earning assets. The adjusted R-squared is roughly 92 percent,
suggesting that the chosen regressors capture almost all variation of markdowns across banks
and years.

Overall, considering the last columns of each table, we can observe that bigger banks tend
to charge higher markups but lower markdowns. This shows that smaller banks tend to exert
their market power more on deposit markets rather than loan markets. We can draw similar
conclusions regarding leverage: more leveraged banks charge higher markups and lower mark-
downs. Pro�tability correlates positively with both markups and markdowns. However, more
pro�table banks have higher markdowns than markups relative to less pro�table banks. This
suggests that markdowns on deposit rates play a larger role on the pro�tability of banks relative
to markups on lending rates. Banks with a higher prevalence of loans as earning assets relative
to held securities charge higher markups, but lower markdowns. In other words, banks relying
relatively more on securities than loans as earning assets tend to charge higher markdowns on
deposit rates. Finally, banks that pay more dividends relative to their interest income charge
higher markups and markdowns.

1.4.3 Relationship with other measures of competition

How do markups and markdowns compare with existing measures of competition? To address
this question, I compute the Her�ndahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). The HHI is a measure of con-
centration based on market shares. It requires bank-level observations and yields an aggregate
number within a set of banks. Analytically, it is computed as

HHIgt = ∑
i∈g

s2it , (1.10)
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Figure 1.4: Fraction of counties that host only one bank, such that the HHI (on either loans or
deposits) equals one.

for every period t , where g is a set of banks and sit is the market share bank i has in period t
within group g. In this formulation, the HHI ranges between 1/Ng and 1, where Ng is the number
of banks in group g. When the HHI equals 1/Ng , banks in group g have uniform market shares.
This is usually associated with a highly competitive environment. Conversely, when the HHI
equals one, there exists only one bank in group g that serves the entire market. This is usually
thought of a highly monopolistic environment. As I have computed markups on lending rates
and markdowns on deposit rates, I compute the shares sit relative to both total net loans and
total domestic deposits. I consider both US counties and states as delimiters that determine the
sets g. However, there is a considerable number of counties in the US where only one bank
operates. Figure 1.4 provides graphical evidence of this phenomenon. For all those counties, the
HHI assumes it maximal value, one. For this reason, I present state-level evidence.

Figures 1.5 and 1.6 show the time series behavior of the average, median and interquartile
range of the HHI computed on, respectively, loans and loans at the state level. These can be
compared with Figures 1.2 and 1.3 respectively. The HHIs both have a slight upward trend over
time. The cross-sectional variation in both indices is also slightly increasing over the years. The
HHIs do not feature as much time series variation as the markups or markdowns. Markups tend
to have a downward trend, while the HHI on loans trends upward. The HHIs being increasing
over the sample period may be due to continued Mergers and Acquisitions (M&A) activity. In
particular, M&A in the US banking industry are due to two main reasons. One is as part of
recovery plans, often under the supervision or direction of the FDIC. The other is as part of
deliberate deals for strategic reasons. The former reason increases the HHIs for mechanisms
that are not related to market power but, rather, are due to �nancial stability concerns and to the
intervention of the policy maker.

The graphical inspection is con�rmed with Tables 1.4 and 1.5. The former shows the results
from regressing the state median markup on the HHI on loans. The latter shows the results
from regressing the state median markdown on the HHI on deposits. Particularly, regardless
of whether I control for state or year �xed e�ects, markups correlate negatively with the HHI
on loans. Conversely, markdowns correlate positively with the HHI on deposits. These results
seem to suggest that the HHI on loans does not capture the same phenomenon as the markup
on lending rates. The tables remain qualitatively unchanged if I compute the arithmetic average
of markups or markdowns rather than the median.

The Boone (2008) indicator relies on measures of pro�tability and costs. Following Boone
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Figure 1.5: Average, median and interquartile range of the state-level HHI index on loans.
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Figure 1.6: Average, median and interquartile range of the state-level HHI index on deposits.
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Table 1.4: Results from regressing state-median markups on the HHI on loans. All variables are
in logs.

Log(Markups) — state-level medians
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log(HHI loans) −0.0571∗∗∗ −0.1122∗∗∗ −0.0366∗∗∗ −0.0093
(0.007) (0.014) (0.004) (0.005)

Constant 0.4240∗∗∗ 0.3072∗∗∗ 0.4673∗∗∗ 0.5252∗∗∗
(0.017) (0.030) (0.008) (0.010)

Observations 1559 1559 1559 1559
State FE No Yes No Yes
Year FE No No Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.0370 0.1549 0.7784 0.9125
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 1.5: Results from regressing state-median markdowns on the HHI on deposits. All variables
are in logs.

Log(Markdowns) — state-level medians
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Log(HHI deposits) 0.2376∗∗∗ 0.5349∗∗∗ 0.1252∗∗∗ 0.0290∗∗

(0.021) (0.040) (0.007) (0.009)

Constant 0.6465∗∗∗ 1.2934∗∗∗ 0.4019∗∗∗ 0.1923∗∗∗
(0.051) (0.090) (0.018) (0.020)

Observations 1559 1559 1559 1559
State FE No Yes No Yes
Year FE No No Yes Yes
Adjusted R2 0.0741 0.1612 0.8898 0.9658
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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et al. (2005), I compute the Boone indicator using the following regression for every year t :

log(
�it
�t )

= �0,t − �1,t log(
mcit
mct )

+ &it , (1.11)

where �it is the pro�t of bank i in period t and mcit is the marginal cost. The terms �t and mct
are reference points within the cross-section. Ideally, they would correspond to the maximum.
However, due to the presence of outliers and similarly to Boone et al. (2005), I use the 98th per-
centile. I estimate the marginal costs by �tting a translog cost function on the data. Speci�cally,
I �t the following equation

log(Cit ) = �0 + �i + �t + �Q log(Qit ) + �QQlog(Qit )2 + �I log(INTEXPit )+ (1.12)

+ �W log(WI t ) + �O log(OOEXPit ) + ∑
xit∈Ωit

∑
yit∈Ωit

�xy log(xit ) log(yit ),

where Cit is the sum of interest expenses, commission and fee expenses, trading expenses, per-
sonnel expenses, other administrative expenses, and other operating expenses, measured in mil-
lions of US dollars, Qit is the quantity of output and is measured as total assets in millions of
US dollars, INTEXPit is total interest expense relative to total assets, Wit is total wages and
salaries divided by total assets and OOEXPit is other operating expenses over total assets and
Ω = {INTEXPit ,Wit ,OOEXPit}. From this, I can parametrically compute the marginal cost as

mcit =
Cit
Qit

[�Q + 2�QQ logQit + �QI log(INTEXPit ) + �QW log(Wit ) + �QO log(OOEXPit )]

Results about the Boone indicator will appear in future revisions of this work.

1.5 Measures of �nancial stability

Following Hillegeist et al. (2004), I consider three alternative measures of �nancial stability. Two
are accounting-based and one is a market-based probability of bankruptcy. The accounting-based
measures have been proposed by Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980) respectively. The former is
known as Z-score and the latter as O-score. They are the predicted values of reduced-form logit
models of a future bankruptcy indicator on a set of balance sheet ratios. These measures rely
only on the availability of balance sheet data. I can therefore compute them given the sample at
hand. The market-based measure instead has been proposed by Merton (1974) and is commonly
known as distance to default. In his approach, Merton considers a �rm’s equity as a call option
on the company’s assets using a structural asset pricing model. However, using this approach
requires market data. Therefore, its applicability is restricted to banks that are publicly listed.
Hillegeist et al. (2004) show that all three measures of �nancial stability are good predictors of a
�rm’s bankruptcy. However, they also show that Merton’s distance-to-default outperforms the
Z-score and the O-score in terms of out-of-sample predictive power.

The Z-score and the O-score consist of the predicted values of two logit models. The depen-
dent variable is an indicator, which equals one if a �rm goes bankrupt in the two years ahead and
zero otherwise. The independent variables are a set of balance sheet ratios. The two scores di�er
in the set of regressors. While Altman (1968) and Ohlson (1980) use logit models, I use linear
probability models. This is driven by the scarcity of yearly bankruptcies in the data I use relative
to the number of banks in each cross-section. Because of this, the maximum likelihood estimator
for the logit parameters converges for neither the Z-score nor the O-score. Omitting the bank-
year subscripts for notational convenience, the regression model I �t in order to compute the
Z-score is

B = �0 + �1
WC
TA

+ �2
RE
TA

+ �3
EBT
TA

+ �4
VE
TL

+ �5
S
TA

+ u, (1.13)
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where B is the bankruptcy indicator, TA is total assets, TL is total liabilities, WC is working
capital, RE is retained earnings, EBT is earnings before taxes, VE is market value of equity and
S is sales. I approximate the market value of equity with Tier-1 capital. The regression model I
use to obtain the O-score instead is

B = �0 + �1
TL
TA

+ �2
WC
TA

+ �3
CL
CA

+ �4
N I
TA

+ �5
FFO
TL

+ (1.14)

+ �6IN TWO + �7OENEG + �8CHIN + v,

where CL is current liabilities, CA is current assets, N I is net income, FFO is pre-tax income plus
depreciation and amortization, IN TWO is an indicator on whether cumulative net income over
the previous two years is negative, OENEG is an indicator on whether owners’ equity is negative
and CHIN ≡ (N It − N It−1)/(|N It | + |N It−1|) is the scaled change in net income. The Z-score and
the O-score are the in-sample predicted values from the regression models in Equation (1.13) and
(1.14) respectively.

Figures 1.7 and 1.8 show the time series behavior of the average, median and interquartile
ranges of the Z-scores and the O-scores. Z-scores have historically trended upwards, while O-
scores did not. The cross-sectional dispersion of Z-scores has remained substantially constant,
while that of O-scores has spiked with great recession. It is also useful to compare these �gures
to the time series of bankruptcies in Figure 1.1. We observe that the O-scores pick up the spike
of bankruptcies around the great recession better than the Z-scores.

The distance to default measure is the di�erence between the asset value of the �rm and the
face value of its debt, scaled by the standard deviation of the �rm’s asset value. In his model,
Merton (1974) models the �rm’s market equity value is implied by the following model:

VE = VAN (d1)e−dT − XN (d2)e−rT + (1 − e−dT )VA

d1 =
log(VA/X ) + (r − d − s2A/2) T

sA
√
T

d2 = d1 − sA
√
T

sE =
VAe−rTN (d1)sA

VE
,

where VE is the market value of the bank, VA is the value of the bank’s assets, T is a maturity date,
d is the dividend rate expressed in terms of VA, r is the risk-free interest rate, X is the face value
of debt maturing at time T , sA is the volatility of the value of assets and sE is the volatility of the
value of equity. The system of equations above is solved numerically for VA and sA. Following
Anginer et al. (2014), I map the remaining variables to the following data. The volatility of equity
sE is the standard deviation of daily equity returns over the past year. The risk-free rate r is the
1-year yield on US Treasury bills. The value of equity VE is mapped to the market value and X is
taken as total liabilities from balance sheets. I set the maturity T equal to one year. After having
solved for VA and sA, the distance to default dd is computed as

dd =
log(VA/X ) + (m − d − s2A/2) T

sA
√
T

,

where m is the asset return and is set to equal the equity premium. The results using distance-
to-default will appear in future revisions of this paper.

1.6 Financial stability and market power

Similarly to Anginer et al. (2014), I regress measures �nancial stability on market power. The key
di�erence here is the measure of market power. Rather than focusing on price-cost margins that
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Figure 1.7: The average, median and interquartile range of the Z-scores.
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Figure 1.8: The average, median and interquartile range of the O-scores. Some probabilities are
negative because they are the predicted values of a linear probability model.
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relate to market power on loan markets, I disentangle a bank’s market power as coming from
two di�erent markets: loan and deposit markets. In particular, I use the markup on lending rates
as a measure of market power on loan markets. Conversely, I use the markdown on deposit rates
as a measure of market power on deposit markets. The baseline regression model is

Prob (bankruptcyit) = 0 + i + � log(�it ) +  log( it ) + �it , (1.15)

where �it is the markup on lending rates and  it is the markdown on deposit rates. The left-hand
side variable is either the Z-score or the O-score.

This work focuses on the correlation between market power and �nancial stability, rather
than on causation. Both the right-hand side and the left-hand side variables in Equation (1.15)
are computed from balance sheet data. One potential concern is that there will be spurious
correlation. Because all data comes from balance sheet and income statement data, the regression
may pick up mechanical correlation due to within-bank variation. However, all the variation in
the measures of market power comes from income statement variables. Conversely, the left-
hand side variables have been primarily obtained from balance sheet (not income statement)
ratios. While income statement and balance sheet variables in levels are obviously correlated,
adding bank �xed e�ects will capture their common variation within banks and leave variation
across banks.

The main results are shown in Tables 1.6 and 1.7. The former uses the Z-score as depen-
dent variable, while the latter uses the O-score. In all cases, markups on lending rates always
correlate negatively with the scores. Markdowns on deposit rates correlate positively with both
scores when considered alone, and negatively when holding markups constant. The inclusion of
time �xed e�ects does not considerably change the point estimates. All correlations are highly
signi�cant. The magnitudes of the correlations di�er, depending on whether one considers the
Z-score or the O-score. A one percent increase in markups is associated with a decrease in the
Z-score of 0.34 to 0.47 percent and a decrease in the O-score of 0.56 to 1.92 percent, depending
on whether markdowns are held constant. Conversely, a one percent increase in markdowns is
associated with an increase in the Z-score of roughly 0.11 percent and an increase in the O-score,
or a decrease of 1–5 percentage points if markups are held constant.

1.7 Conclusion

In this paper I use the production approach to the estimation of markups and markdowns to
banking data. I compute markups on lending rates and markdowns on deposit rates. I �nd that
markups have generally been trending downwards over the years, while markdowns have been
increasing, especially after the great recession. I correlate these new measures to observable
bank characteristics. I �nd that bigger banks tend to charge a higher markup on lending rates
and a lower markdown on deposit rates. Both markups and markdowns correlate positively
with bank pro�tability. These two �ndings together suggest that smaller, more local banks have
driven their pro�tability through deposit rates, particularly after the great recession. I compare
the measures with the Her�ndahl-Hirschman Index (HHI), which is a widely used measure of
market concentration. I �nd that the HHI on deposits correlates with markdowns on deposit
rates, although imperfectly. On the other hand, markups on lending rates correlate negatively
with the HHI on loans. Finally, I relate the measures of markups and markdowns with mea-
sures of �nancial stability. Particularly, I estimate the Z-score and the O-score, which can be
interpreted as default probability for each bank. I �nd that higher markups are associated with
a lower probability of bankruptcy for banks. Conversely, markdowns are positively correlated
with bankruptcy probability, but only if markups are not controlled for.
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Table 1.6: Estimates of the coe�cients for the model in Equation (1.15). The dependent variable
is the log of the Z-score. All speci�cations include bank �xed e�ects.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log(markup) −0.4042∗∗∗ −0.3465∗∗∗ −0.4111∗∗∗ −0.4730∗∗∗
(0.002) (0.002) (0.003) (0.003)

Log(markdown) 0.1170∗∗∗ 0.1047∗∗∗ −0.0020 −0.1103∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)

Constant −5.3579∗∗∗ −5.3877∗∗∗ −5.5897∗∗∗ −5.5874∗∗∗ −5.3558∗∗∗ −5.3042∗∗∗
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)

Observations 148555 148555 148028 148028 147237 147237
Year FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
Adjusted R2 0.6294 0.6603 0.5898 0.6232 0.6316 0.6705
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 1.7: Estimates of the coe�cients for the model in Equation (1.15). The dependent variable
is the log of the O-score. All speci�cations include bank �xed e�ects.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Log(markup) −0.5665∗∗∗ −1.0130∗∗∗ −1.9208∗∗∗ −1.8635∗∗∗
(0.012) (0.017) (0.023) (0.024)

Log(markdown) 0.0287∗∗∗ 0.1026∗∗∗ −0.5461∗∗∗ −0.7145∗∗∗
(0.004) (0.011) (0.008) (0.015)

Constant −5.8748∗∗∗ −5.6143∗∗∗ −6.2049∗∗∗ −6.2003∗∗∗ −5.1237∗∗∗ −5.1679∗∗∗
(0.008) (0.010) (0.003) (0.003) (0.013) (0.014)

Observations 137675 137675 137314 137314 136807 136807
Year FE No Yes No Yes No Yes
Adjusted R2 0.3141 0.3718 0.3016 0.3540 0.3384 0.3827
Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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This paper contributes to two main branches in the banking literature. First, to the best
of my knowledge, this is the �rst paper that estimates markups and markdowns with banking
data. While the methodology is not new, I adapt it to better suit the intermediation approach
to production in banking. Under the assumption that markups and markdowns are measures of
market power in loan and deposit markets respectively, this paper provides a new measure of
competition for the banking industry. The main novelty here is that I disentangle market power
on output markets (loans) from market power on input markets (deposits). The coexistence of
market power on both inputs is not new to existing literature in Macroeconomics and Indus-
trial Organization. However, this paper brings this concept to the banking industry. Second, I
revisit the correlation between market power and �nancial stability. While most existing results
�nd a positive relationship between market power and the probability of default for banks, I �nd
that higher market power in lending markets is associated with lower bankruptcy probability, al-
though the magnitude of the correlation is small. Instead, there is a positive relationship between
markdowns and default probability, which vanishes once I control for markups.

Future revisions of this work will improve the paper in several directions. First, I will compare
markups and markdowns with the Boone indicator. Comparing markups and markdowns to the
Boone indicator will provide an important assessment for the measures I compute. However,
the Boone indicator does not allow to disentangle market power on output or input markets.
Second, I will add a new measure of �nancial stability. Merton’s distance to default provides a
more robust alternative to the Z-score and the O-score. The distance to default is based on the
idea that a bank’s equity can be seen as a call option on a bank’s assets.

The main direction for future research consists in understanding the determinants of market
power in the banking industry. While I disentangle markups and markdowns, I do not investigate
what is determining them.
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Chapter 2

European Unemployment and
Discounts during the Great Recession

This chapter is based on joint work with Diego Comin, Riccardo Franceschin and Antonella Trigari.

2.1 Introduction

Aggregate data on labor market outcomes reveal a signi�cant amount of di�erences across Eu-
ropean countries. Unemployment rates di�er both in levels and in volatility. We seek to explain
the di�erences across Germany, France, Spain and Italy in terms of unemployment dynamics,
with particular focus around the Great Recession. We do so by introducing shocks to discount
factors.

We start with a standard, representative agent Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides (DMP) model
of labor market with search and matching frictions. In addition to the more traditional produc-
tivity shock, we augment the model with a discount factor shock. The role of discount factors
in labor market outcomes is a recent addition to the literature. Discounts are considered a pos-
sible explanation of observed unemployment �uctuations.1 We also brie�y study the e�ect of a
possible separation shock.

We �rst provide evidence that returns on European �nancial assets are highly correlated
with unemployment across all countries we examine, possibly more than labor productivity. We
then assess the ability of discount factors and workers’ productivity to generate variation in
unemployment. We �nd that discount factors are a promising source of variation to explain
�uctuations in European unemployment.

We proceed by analyzing the predictions of the model through impulse-response functions.
We consider how these predictions vary after changes in the calibration, which re�ect changes in
Labor Market Institutions (LMI). Changes to the average job-�nding rate, the average separation
rate and the extent of wage rigidity account for many di�erences between the US and EU labor
markets. However, they do not account for the di�erences across EU markets.

We estimate exogenous shocks to the aggregate discount factor and aggregate productivity
directly from the data. We input the shocks into the model and obtain simulations. We then
compare the simulations to the data to assess the performance of the representative agent model
in explaining observed data. We �nd that discount factor shocks can explain a signi�cant part
of the variation in unemployment for all European countries, contrary to productivity shocks,
even without wage rigidity.

1See Hall (2017) and Borovička and Borovičková (2018).

25
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This paper contributes to several branches of the literature. First, we document that discount
factor shocks are a promising explanation for the volatility in European unemployment, similarly
to Hall (2017) and Borovička and Borovičková (2018). We additionally propose a way to estimate
discount factor shocks from stock market data, in a similar spirit to Borovička and Borovičková
(2018). Second, we �nd that the representative agents DMP model with country-speci�c pro-
ductivity and discount factor shocks cannot fully account for the di�erences in labor market
outcomes across EU countries. A similar paper to ours is that of Albertini and Poirier (2014).
They use a Bayesian Kalman Filter to estimate a DMP model where productivity and discounts
are treated as unobserved states. We, instead, estimate externally the time series of productivity
and discounts and use them to simulate the DMP model. In line with the results of Albertini
and Poirier (2014), we �nd that discount factors plays a large role in explaining �uctuations of
unemployment around the Great Recession.

The rest of this document is organized as follows. Section 2.2 presents the overall method-
ology we use. Section 2.3 explains the representative-agent search and matching model and
inspects the main mechanisms with impulse-response functions. Section 2.4 presents the results
we obtain with the representative agent model. Section 2.5 concludes.

2.2 Methodology

In this section we present the methodology we use to assess the e�ectiveness of a model in ex-
plaining observed variation. The overall procedure consists of simulating the model by “feeding
in” exogenous shocks we estimate externally. This gives us simulated time series for labor market
variables. We compare the simulations against the data. Our methodology is somewhat similar
to that of Albertini and Poirier (2014). They estimate a DMP model with a Bayesian Kalman Fil-
ter and show the inferred series for productivity and discounts. These are treated as unobserved
states in their estimation. In our paper, we estimate externally discount and productivity shocks
and use them to simulate the DMP model. Now we proceed to explain how we obtain the time
series estimates of the exogenous shocks.

2.2.1 Inference of SDF shocks

We rely on stock market data to obtain a time series for the discount factor, �t . As the steps
we take are applied to each national series independently, we omit country-speci�c indices in
the notation that follows. It is important to note that we abstract from any microfoundation of
the SDF and we are silent about the causes that move discounts. Our goal here is to �nd an
observable proxy for the SDF.

Consider the following asset-pricing equation:

Et(�t+1Rt+1) = 1, (2.1)

where t denotes a month, �t+1 is the SDF and Rt+1 is the gross return of a given �nancial asset
from t to t +1. Log-linearizing (2.1) we obtain the relationship Et (�̂t+1) = −Et (R̂t+1), where the hat
denotes that the variable is expressed in log-deviations from the steady state. By log-linearizing
around the deterministic steady state, we are dropping any moment higher than the �rst. In the
implementation that follows, we assume �̂t+1 = −R̂t+1, making stronger assumptions about the
relationship between the unobservable SDF and the observable returns.

As stock market returns exhibit much high-frequency variation, we smooth them by com-
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Figure 2.1: Unemployment (orange solid line) and the spread between stock market returns and
the EONIA (blue dashed line), expressed as percent per month.

pounding returns in the following way:

1 + r̄t ≡ 12

√
11
∏
s=0

(1 + rt+s),

where rt is the monthly data point provided by WRDS. In words, we are taking the geometric
average of a year of returns in a forward-looking way. Compounding returns forward reduces
our sample size by one year at the end of the sample.

Because we solve the representative agent model by log-linearizing it, we do not relate levels
of �nancial returns to the levels of the SDF. Instead, we relate their log-deviations from the
steady-state. To this end, we construct the measure r̃t as

r̃t = log(1 + r̄t − r
f
t ) ,

where we net out the risk free rate from the stock return of the �nancial asset, and we compute its
trend-cycle decomposition using the Hodrick-Prescott �lter with smoothing parameter 1600 ⋅ 34.
Because we take logs, the resulting cycle can be interpreted as percent deviation from the trend.
Figure 2.1 plots the measures r̃t together with observed de-trended unemployment for each of the
four countries. The two series feature strongly correlated co-movements in each of the countries.

As we are constrained by data on productivity, which is available at quarterly frequency, we
aggregate returns from monthly to quarterly. To compute the gross return for a given quarter, we
compound the gross monthly returns observed within the quarter. The result scales to percent
per quarter. Because of this transformation, we use the subscript t to indicate a quarter in the
remainder of the paper.

In line with the asset pricing literature,2 one may be worried that the risk premia we compute
are not only driven by variations in discounts, but also in expected future cash-�ows. In order to
isolate variation in returns that we can attribute to discounts, we control for a measure of future

2Importantly, Campbell and Shiller (1988).
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Table 2.1: Parameters for the quarterly process on �t inferred from output per worker data. The
steady state value �̃ is set and not estimated.

Parameter Germany France Spain Italy

�̃ 0.9901 0.9883 0.9883 0.9955
�� 0.74398 0.79455 0.7912 0.79725
�� 0.02733 0.02305 0.02371 0.02391

economic conditions. With US data, we could do so by controlling for dividend growth and/or
variations in dividend-price ratios. However, as dividends in European markets do not play the
same important role they do in US markets,3 we use a di�erent variable. The control variable we
consider is the Leading Economic Indicator (LEI) by OECD, which provides qualitative forward-
looking information about the state of the business cycle. This justi�es the following speci�cation
for identi�cation of SDF shocks:

r̃t = � + �� r̃t−1 + �LEIt−1 + �t . (2.2)

By construction, the innovations �t will not be systematically correlated with the Leading Eco-
nomic Indicator. Hence we attribute the variation in these shocks to variation in discounts. We
specify an AR(1) component in order to account for the dynamics we specify in the model. We
use the estimates of the persistence � and the volatility of �t to calibrate the parameters in Equa-
tion (2.17). We set the steady state value of the discount factor such that the associated discount
rate equals the historical average of gross returns in the sample period. In order to simulate
unemployment from the model, we feed −�t in place of ��"�t in Equation (2.17). The summary
statistics of the regression are presented in Table 2.1.

In addition to the steps detailed above, we compute other measure of monthly SDF to assess
the robustness of the methodology. The alternatives we consider are (i) using Euro Area-wide
measure of LEI, as opposed to the country-speci�c one; (ii) inferring the process directly from
stock market data, without accounting for the Leading Economic Indicators; and (iii) using only
the part of variation of returns that could be predicted by dividend-price ratios or the LEIs. The
results of this paper do not qualitatively change across the three alternatives. We also verify that
European dividend-price ratios have low predictive power with respect to stock market returns.

2.2.2 Inference of aggregate productivity shocks

We employ a simpler, but similar, approach to obtain a series of productivity shocks to feed in
the model. We use quarterly data on real GDP and on the number of employed people in each
country to compute our measure of output per worker. We express the result as an index number,
where the base period is the �rst quarter of 2010.

Similarly to before, we obtain log-deviations by computing the logarithm of productivity and
then applying the HP �lter with smoothing parameter equal to 1600. Figure 2.2 already showed
the resulting series We �nally �t an AR(1) process on the cycle component of the decomposition:

z̃t = ! + �z z̃t−1 + �t . (2.3)

In order to simulate unemployment from the model, we feed �t in place of � z"zt in Equation (2.18).
The summary statistics of the regression are presented in Table 2.2.

3We verify this with our data.
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Figure 2.2: Detrended log of output per worker (blue dashed line, right axis) and detrended
unemployment (orange solid line, left axis).

Table 2.2: Parameters for the quarterly process on zt inferred from output per worker data. The
steady state value z̃ is set and not estimated.

Parameter Germany France Spain Italy

z̃ 1 1 1 1
�z 0.82428 0.92073 0.96618 0.8597
�z 0.00850 0.00468 0.00371 0.0066
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2.3 The Model

The model we use is a standard version of the Diamond, Mortensen and Pissarides (DMP) labor
market model with search and matching frictions, whereby jobs are created according to the ex-
pected discounted pro�ts over the match duration and exogenously destroyed at a given rate. We
adjust our formulation to include three exogenous sources of variation: workers’ productivity, an
exogenous job destruction rate and a stochastic discount factor (SDF). In most of the analysis we
focus on productivity and SDF shocks, but also brie�y discuss separation shocks, as their impact
is in part similar to SDF shocks.

While productivity and the separation rate are standard driving forces in the literature, the
stochastic discounter only recently appeared in labor market models. We denote the SDF with
�t+1. We think of �t+1 simply as a random variable that allows agents to discount the future. In
the consumption-based capital asset pricing model, the SDF is de�ned as the ratio of subsequent
marginal utilities in consumption. In the �nancial economics literature, instead, the SDF is any
random variable that prices a given asset. In line with Hall (2017), we abstract from any micro-
foundation, as we prefer to be agnostic about the microeconomic interpretation of a stochastic
discounter. We let the SDF be time-varying to allow agents in our model to discount the future
depending on the current aggregate state of the economy. We �nally assume that the SDF is
common across workers and �rms.

Workers can be employed or unemployed and we abstract from labor force participation
decisions. If unemployed, workers collect the unemployment bene�t b and expect a future payo�
stream by considering the probability pt of �nding a job. Such future payo� stream is discounted
at the time-varying rate �t+1. The sum of current and future payo�s gives the unemployment
value, Ut :

Ut = b + Et {�t+1 (ptWt+1 + (1 − pt )Ut+1)} . (2.4)

If employed, workers earn the wage wt and a future stream of wages that is discounted by �t+1
and consider the probability of job destruction st . The value of working is denoted with Wt and
is given by:

Wt = wt + Et {�t+1 ((1 − st )Wt+1 + stUt+1)} . (2.5)

The di�erence between the value of working and the value of unemployment is the workers’
surplus from employment:

Wt − Ut = wt − b + Et {�t+1 (1 − st − pt ) (Wt+1 − Ut+1)} . (2.6)

Firms hire workers by posting vacancies. If a �rm hires, then it collects the value Jt , which
is composed of the current pro�t, productivity minus wage, and the discounted future expected
stream of pro�ts:

Jt = zt − wt + Et {�t+1 ((1 − st ) Jt+1 + stVt+1)} . (2.7)

Posting a vacancy costs � per period, but allows a �rm to hire. The value of an open vacancy is
given by:

Vt = −� + Et {�t+1 (qt Jt+1 + (1 − qt )Vt+1)} , (2.8)

where qt is the vacancy-�lling rate. Free entry drives the value of a vacancy to zero:

−� + Et {�t+1qt Jt+1} = 0 (2.9)
�
qt
= Et {�t+1Jt+1} . (2.10)
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By combining the value of a job Jt and the free-entry condition, we obtain:

Jt = zt − wt + Et {�t+1 (1 − st ) Jt+1} . (2.11)

Workers and �rms are matched according to a matching function mt that we assume to be
Cobb-Douglas:

mt = �mu�t v
1−�
t , (2.12)

where �m denotes the e�ciency of the matching process, ut is the unemployment rate and vt
is the vacancy rate. Unemployment at date t + 1 equals date t unemployment plus exogenous
layo�s, minus new matches:

ut+1 = ut + st (1 − ut ) −mt . (2.13)

The probability for a worker to �nd a job must equal the number of new matches relative to the
mass of unemployed workers, pt = mt /ut ; similarly, the probability for a �rm to �ll a vacancy is
qt = mt /vt .

The wage in this model is set according to the Nash bargaining protocol, whereby workers
and �rms agree on a wage that maximizes a function of the parties’ surpluses:

wNB
t = argmax

wt
(Wt − Ut )�(Jt )1−�. (2.14)

The �rst-order condition for this problem gives the equilibrium wage, which is determined by a
surplus sharing rule:

wNB
t = �(zt + pt

�
qt)

+ (1 − �) b. (2.15)

When we consider wage rigidity, we impose a rule such that

wt = (1 −  )wNB
t + w̄, (2.16)

where w̄ is the steady state value of the wage and  is a parameter governing the degree of wage
rigidity.

We close the model by introducing the stochastic processes for the exogenous variables. We
specify AR(1) processes for each of them, which is common practice in the literature in order to
introduce persistency e�ects in agents’ expectations.

log(�t ) = (1 − �� ) log(�̃) + �� log(�t−1) + ��"
�
t , (2.17)

log(zt ) = (1 − �z) log(z̃) + �z log(zt−1) + � z"zt , (2.18)

log(st ) = (1 − �s) log(s̃) + �z log(st−1) + � s"st , (2.19)

where each of the shocks " it , with i ∈ {�, z, s}, is independently and identically distributed ac-
cording to standard Gaussian distributions.

2.3.1 Calibration

As anticipated above, we start our analysis with a baseline monthly calibration that targets US
labor market moments. We pick the calibration in Shimer (2005) as our baseline. This calibration
represents a widely known benchmark for the literature. Table 2.3 presents the calibration. We
normalize the average labor productivity to one. The unemployment bene�t b is set to 0.4: this
means that the unemployment bene�t is roughly 40 percent of the average labor income, which
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Table 2.3: Values of calibrated parameters expressed in monthly terms.

Target/Parameter Meaning Values

z̃ Steady-state value of productivity 1 (normalization)
b Unemployment bene�t 0.4
� Workers’ bargaining power 0.5
p̃ Target job-�nding rate 0.45
q̃ Target vacancy-�lling rate 0.7
�m Matching e�ciency 1 (normalization)
� Elasticity of matching to unemployment 0.5
s̃ Average job destruction rate 0.03
�� Persistence of SDF process 0.951/3
�z Persistence of productivity process 0.951/3
�s Persistence of separation rate 0.951/3
�� Volatility of shocks to SDF 0.1527
� z Volatility of shocks to productivity 0.015
� s Volatility of shocks to separation rate 0.2887

amounts to approximately 0.96with this calibration. We set the average separation rate s to 0.03,
so that employment lasts roughly 2.7 years on average (33 months). We let the vacancy cost �
vary to target an average job-�nding rate of 0.45 in US data and normalize the matching e�ciency
�m to one. We set the elasticity of matches to unemployment � to 0.5, a midpoint of the estimates
in the literature.4 We set the worker’s bargaining power � to 0.5 assigning equal power to both
parties and satisfying the Hosios (1990) e�ciency condition. The persistencies of the exogenous
processes �� , �z and �s are set equal in order to compare the Impulse-Response Functions that
follow. Finally, we set the volatilities for the exogenous shocks �� , � z and � s so that the implied
volatility of output, with each of those shocks alone, matches the observed volatility in the data.
This implies that the Impulse-Response Functions should be interpreted relative to output.

We then develop our own calibration in order to assess the role of Labor Market Institutions.
We do so by using the baseline calibration and changing the unemployment bene�t b, the job-
�nding probability p̃ and the separation rate s̃ on a country by country basis.

To set a value of b, we use annual data on Net Replacement Rates (NRRs) by OECD. These
measure the fraction of the average income that a household retains after a transition from em-
ployment to unemployment. The available data is rich in terms of slicing the reference popula-
tion. We consider the NRRs for households composed of two adults with two children and where
the second adult is inactive. We further narrow the choice of the value to those households that
are two months into unemployment. As OECD provides an annual time series for the NRRs,
we compute the historical average on the sample period we consider and we set this value to b
in the calibration. We do not choose NRRs for households where the second adult is employed
because the NRR, by de�nition, is considerably driven up by his/her income earnings.5 This is

4See Blanchard and Diamond (1989) and Petrongolo and Pissarides (2001).
5In fact, for any given year in the OECD’ dataset,

NRR ≡
yOW
yIW

,

where yOW is out-of-work net household earnings and yIW is in-work net household earnings. The two measures are
taken after and before (respectively) the transition to unemployment. As both measures are net household earnings,
both include any labor income earning that is got by the adult that does not transition to unemployment.
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Figure 2.3: Net Replacement Rates by household composition. The values are averages of the
yearly observations.

documented by Figure 2.3, where we also observe that the US generally provide lower bene�t and
assistance to unemployed households relative to European countries. Figure 2.4 shows the rates
for the household composition we choose, by unemployment duration. We note that the levels of
the NRRs tend to drop considerably in the long term (5 years). Given that the average duration of
unemployment in European countries is roughly between 11 and 19 months,6 and thus closer to
two months than �ve years, we restrict our attention to the NRR measured at the second month
of unemployment. We also see that the speed of the drop varies signi�cantly across countries.
Furthermore, we choose higher values of the NRR because OECD only includes cash �ows in
the calculation of the NRRs, omitting non-cash bene�ts. In the model, b represents any bene�t a
household might collect every period, including any non-monetary �ow (e.g., home production,
leisure). We therefore prefer picking the higher values of NRR.

We estimate the values of the steady state job-�nding probability p̃ and the separation rate s̃
by partially replicating Elsby et al. (2013). The replication is necessary to extend their method-
ology to our sample period. Their results stop at 2009, while our sample period ends in August
2017. Following their steps, we compute the job-�nding probabilities conditional on the duration
of unemployment (less than a month, less than three months, less than six months and less than
a year). Elsby et al. proceed to compute a set of optimal weights to average out the conditioning
of each measure. In our replication exercise, we observe that their results are almost entirely
driven by the job-�nding probability for those who have been unemployed by less than a year.
We therefore pick this duration of unemployment as representative of the unconditional job-
�nding probability. With such probability and with data on unemployment, Elsby et al. invert
the continuous time-based law of motion of unemployment to recover the separation probability.
We do the same here. Figure 2.5 shows the results we obtain by replicating Elsby et al. (2013)

6See Table 2.4 below. In particular, the average duration of unemployment is given by 1/p̃. As we calibrate by
targeting monthly moments, the average duration is expressed in months.
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Figure 2.4: Net Replacement Rates by unemployment duration for married couples with two
children and inactive spouse. The values are averages of the yearly observations. The data labeled
with “5 year” are averages of the NRRs reported across durations. The data labeled with “long
term” refer to households who have been unemployed for �ve years.
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Figure 2.5: Job-�nding and separation probabilities using the methodology in Elsby et al. (2013)
on our sample period.

Table 2.4: Country-speci�c calibration.

Target United States Germany France Spain Italy

b 0.4791 0.7013 0.6904 0.7351 0.6858
p̃ 0.3559 0.0647 0.0740 0.0885 0.0519
s̃ 0.0338 0.0045 0.0074 0.0164 0.0052
ũ 0.0603 0.0657 0.0906 0.1563 0.0908

on our sample period. We verify that our results largely coincide with theirs where the sample
periods intersect. As their methodology gives annual estimates of the two probabilities, we take
historical averages to set the steady state values p̃ and s̃.

With given values of the steady state transition probabilities, our model pins down the steady
state values of unemployment through the steady state version of the law of motion of unem-
ployment:

ũ =
s̃

s̃ + p̃
. (2.20)

Table 2.4 summarizes the values we set in our calibration. As we apply this calibration
methodology also to US data, we can compare US steady state values with the corresponding
European ones. Both the job-�nding and the separation rates are signi�cantly lower in the Eu-
ropean countries we consider relative to the US. This implies both a longer average duration of
unemployment (through lower p̃) and a longer average duration of employment (through lower
s̃). Because of these di�erences, we refer to the US as a �uid labor market and to the European
ones as sclerotic. In other words, �uid environments feature more faster transitions into and from
unemployment relative to sclerotic ones.
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Figure 2.6: Impulse-Response Functions (IRFs) under the baseline calibration.

We also observe that the unemployment bene�ts di�er from the baseline calibration. On
average, European countries provide higher transfers to unemployed households than the US.
As is known in the literature, unemployment bene�ts may play an important role in explaining
unemployment �uctuations. For example, Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) show that with high
enough bene�ts and for particular values of the workers’ bargaining power, a DMP model may
not need wage rigidity to explain unemployment only through variation in workers’ productivity.

Finally, we change the degree of wage rigidity. As mentioned above, we do so by setting
values of  in Equation (2.16). Setting  = 1 means allowing for full �exibility in the wage
bargaining protocol, while imposing  = 0 pins down wages to their steady state value forever.
While we do not calibrate the degree of wage rigidity, we change its value to arbitrary values to
show how exogenous shocks di�erently propagate throughout the labor market.

As we anticipated above, we produce quarterly simulations. Therefore we also convert the
monthly calibration to a quarterly one, speci�cally the average job �nding and job separation
rates.

2.3.2 Inspecting the mechanisms

We explore the qualitative predictions of our model using Impulse-Response Functions (IRFs).
Figure 2.6 shows the Impulse-Response Functions of our model to shocks to the three exogenous
variables of one standard deviation size. In particular, as mentioned above, the calibration of
those standard deviations are such that a standard deviation of output simulated with each shock
alone matches the data. The qualitative implications of the model are standard when compared
to the literature. As already pointed out in Shimer (2005), productivity shocks cannot produce
ampli�cation of unemployment and number of vacancies relative to output. Consistently with
the literature, shocks to the separation rate do not generate the negative correlation between
unemployment and vacancies (also known as the Beveridge Curve).

Note that the impulse responses of output and unemployment are exactly the same in case
of separation and discount factor shocks. This happens for two reasons. First, the processes are
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calibrated in such a way that the volatility of output is the same after each shock, separately, hits
the economy. At the same time, the model assumes that output is una�ected by the two shocks
upon impact and that it reacts only in subsequent periods. Second, both shocks enter discounting
the same way—(1 − st+1)�t+1—hence the impact of these shocks on the value functions is similar.
The di�erence is that only discount factor shocks enter the job creation condition while only
separation shocks enter the law of motion of unemployment. This also explains the di�erent
responses in the evolution of vacancies.

2.3.3 The e�ects of SDF shocks vs productivity shocks

A positive shock to the discount factor enters the model through the �rms’ incentive to hire
by making them more forward-looking. In other words, payo�s further ahead in the future are
discounted less. This incentivizes �rms to hire, raising vacancies and reducing unemployment.
As more �rms enter the market, total production increases, but only after one period (that is,
not on impact). This happens because the model’s timing implies that it takes one period for a
new match to start producing. Unemployed workers �nd jobs more easily because of increased
opportunities. At the same time, higher entry by �rms makes it more di�cult for each �rm to
�nd a worker. As the total surplus in the economy rises, wages rise. Compared to the shocks
to productivity, shocks to the discount factor cause larger movements in labor market activity
(vacancies, unemployment, job �nding and job �lling rates) relative to output. Moreover, move-
ments in discounts can generate the Beveridge curve.

A positive shock to workers’ productivity generates the same �uctuations in terms of sign of
the discount shock. More �rms enter the market and, as the overall surplus increases, wages rise.
Job �lling rates decrease for �rms, while unemployed workers have better chances to �nd a job.
The intuition for the e�ects is similar as the one for SDF shocks. A positive increase in work-
ers’ productivity also increases the �rms’ value of a job. However, this occurs because of higher
current and future expected cash �ows zt+s − wt+s from the match, as opposed to higher valua-
tion of future cash �ows. Because of increased time t productivity, output responds on impact.
More �rms enter the market and, as the overall surplus increases, wages rise. Market tightness
increases for �rms, while unemployed workers have better chances to �nd a job. However, pro-
ductivity shocks enter �rms’ value through the per-period surplus zt −wt , while discounts have
multiplicative e�ects.

The e�ects of SDF and productivity shocks share some similarities. Both innovations enter
the model by increasing the �rms’ incentive to hire. Discounts increase the value of a job by
increasing its present value. Productivity, instead, increases the each period’s cash �ow. As
time-t productivity immediately in�uences time-t output, the e�ect of zt on output is non-zero
on impact. Conversely, discounts have immediate e�ects on the vacancy-�lling rate through
the (log-linear) free-entry condition Et (�̂t+1 + Ĵt+1) = −q̂t , but do not immediately a�ect output
or unemployment. Finally, while discount factors lower unemployment and therefore increase
total production by entry of new �rms, productivity shocks increase each �rms’ production.

The ampli�cation of SDF shocks largely depends on the persistence of the SDF shocks and
the extent of wage rigidity. The left panel of Figure 2.7 illustrates the point. For a given degree
of wage rigidity, a decrease in the persistence of the SDF shock makes unemployment react in a
much less volatile manner. Moreover, the role of wage rigidity in the ampli�cation of the shocks
changes depending on the persistence. We draw similar conclusions about productivity shocks,
as illustrated on the right panel of Figure 2.7. It remains true, however, that productivity shocks
generate variation of unemployment (relative to output) one order of magnitude lower than SDF
shocks (as illustrated by the di�erent scale of the two panels).
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Figure 2.7: IRF of unemployment to a SDF shock (left) and to a productivity shock (right), for
di�erent wage rigidity ( ) and persistence of each shock (�� , �z).

2.3.4 The role of Labor Market Institutions

We begin analyzing the role of Labor Market Institutions by comparing the IRFs to the di�erent
shocks under di�erent calibrations. As we are ultimately interested in the dynamics of unem-
ployment, we focus on the response of unemployment to the di�erent shocks and we provide
the intuition for the changes by looking at the equations of the model.

We clarify here that we use the term “Labor Market Institution” in a broad sense. Through
the lens of our model, a direct way a policy maker may in�uence labor markets is to change the
policies to allocate unemployment insurance. However, we also think of LMIs as the environment
in which the labor market exists. This includes, for example, the laws that de�ne and regulate
labor contracts. In this sense, LMIs also have an e�ect on how dynamic a market is, particularly
in terms of the average durations of employment and unemployment.

The left panel of Figure 2.8 shows the response of unemployment to a positive discount factor
shock calibrated with the AR(1) properties as in Table 2.3. However, the unemployment bene�t,
the job-�nding probability and the separation rate are changed to capture a �uid labor market
(the US) and a sclerotic labor market (European countries). In particular, the “�uid” calibration
has b = 0.4, p̃ = 0.45 and s̃ = 0.03, which are the baseline values. The “�uid” (high b) calibration
has b = 0.7 and p̃ and s̃ as above (where 0.7 approximates the values in European countries from
Table 2.4). The “sclerotic” calibration has b = 0.7, p̃ = 0.07 and s̃ = 0.008 (again see Table 2.4).

We make two observations. First, unemployment bene�ts do not impact the transmission or
ampli�cation of SDF shocks, while they signi�cantly amplify productivity shocks. The relative
average value of non work to work activities—b in the model (with z normalized to 1)—has re-
ceived a lot of attention in the literature.7 This because the literature on unemployment dynamics
within search and matching models has so far focused on productivity shocks as a driving force.
Productivity shocks impact hiring by changing current and future cash �ows, whose response is
in turn largely determined by the relative value of b to productivity (via its e�ects on the relative

7See in particular Hagedorn and Manovskii (2008) and Chodorow-Reich and Karabarbounis (2016).
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Figure 2.8: IRF of unemployment to a SDF shock (left) and to a productivity shock (right), for
di�erent calibrations.

values of productivity and wages). Discount shocks instead a�ect hiring by changing the valu-
ation of given cash �ows, in multiplicative manner, and their impact is thus una�ected by the
relative average values of the cash �ows components. Second, sclerotic labor markets exacerbate
the e�ects of discount factor shocks on unemployment relative to �uid (with high b) markets:
the response of unemployment is larger and more persistent. To understand why this is the case,
consider the law of motion for unemployment (2.13) rearranged and log-linearized (assume the
separation rate is constant):

ût+1 = (1 − s̃ − p̃)ût − p̃p̂t .

Now, in �uid labor markets both p̃ and s̃ tend to be high, so that 1−s̃−p̃ tends to be low. This means
that the variation in unemployment is primarily driven by the job-�nding rate. Conversely, in
sclerotic labor markets, p̃ and s̃ are low, so that 1− s̃− p̃ is high. This means that it is the variation
in unemployment growth that is primarily driven by p̂t , which generate more persistent dynamics
for unemployment.

The right panel of Figure 2.8 plots the response of unemployment to a positive productivity
shock. Setting a high unemployment bene�t in a �uid labor market ampli�es the response of
unemployment to a productivity shock, as discussed above. On the other hand, sclerotic markets
increase the average duration of employment and unemployment, increasing the persistence of
the response of unemployment to productivity shocks, but decreasing ampli�cation.

We �nally observe that the e�ects of Labor Market Institutions depend on how persistent
the shocks are. The e�ect of the interaction between LMIs and the persistency of the shocks
is di�erent for SDF and for productivity impulses. Figure 2.9 documents this fact. Again, the
two calibrations only di�er because of di�erent values of the transition probabilities p̃ and s̃.
In the left panel we see that a persistent discount factor shock is greatly ampli�ed by sclerotic
environments relative to �uid ones, although the e�ect relies on the persistence of the shock.
With less persistent shocks, discount factors are less ampli�ed. In this case, the magnitude of the
response of unemployment is roughly unchanged across calibrations, although its persistence is
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Figure 2.9: IRF of unemployment to a SDF shock (left) and to a productivity shock (right), for
di�erent calibrations and persistency of the shocks.

higher in sclerotic environments. The e�ect travels through the increased average duration of
both employment and unemployment. Conversely, the persistency of productivity shocks is less
crucial than the �uidity of the market for the ampli�cation mechanism.

2.4 Results

In this section we illustrate the results we obtain with the methodology and the models presented
above. While we do have results with the representative agent model, we are still working on the
model with heterogeneous agents. At the current stage, we only present the results we obtain
with the representative agent model, which justify our attention to dual labor markets.

We �nally turn to generating the series of simulated unemployment. We obtain the simula-
tions by feeding in the shocks as estimated in (2.2) (changing the sign) and in (2.3) into (2.17) and
(2.18) respectively. We produce quarterly simulations.

First we show the simulations by only feeding in SDF shocks. We show how the simulations
are a�ected by di�erent degrees of wage rigidity and by sclerotic labor markets. We repeat
the analysis with simulations obtained by only using productivity shocks. For these speci�c
simulations, where we comment on the di�erences between �uid and sclerotic environments,
we only vary the transition probabilities p̃ and s̃. This means we keep the relative value of non-
work to work activity, b, pinned down to 0.4. We do so because we want to focus on the e�ect of
slower transitions to and from unemployment and we want to abstract from di�erent values of b.
We also allow full wage �exibility. We �nally allow both shocks into the �nal simulation, where
we assess the relative contribution of each source of variation. As a way to numerically assess the
“�t” of the simulations to the data, we regress simulated unemployment on observed (HP-�ltered)
unemployment. If the model is able to perfectly match the data, the slope of the regression will
be unity. If the simulated variation is less than observed volatility, then the absolute value of
the slope will be between zero and one. If the simulations are more volatile then the data, the
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Table 2.5: Covariance between simulations (by wage rigidity) and data relative to the volatility
of observed (HP-�ltered) unemployment. Only SDF shocks

Wage rigidity Germany France Spain Italy

Flexible ( = 1) 0.3415 0.7627 0.1523 0.3087
Semi-rigid ( = 0.5) 0.4284 1.0123 0.2071 0.3893
Rigid ( = 0) 0.5571 1.4315 0.3020 0.5133

absolute value of the slope coe�cient will be greater than one. If the sign of the slope is negative,
then positive variation in the data is associated with a negative variation in the simulations.

Figure 2.10 shows the simulations obtained by only using SDF shocks by degree of wage
rigidity. In doing this, we completely shut down productivity shocks. We observe that wage
rigidity ampli�es the variation of unemployment, although the e�ect is di�erent across countries.
This is not surprising, as we veri�ed with the IRF in Figure 2.7 that the e�ect of wage rigidity
varies with the persistence of discounts. The persistence of discounts in our data is between 0.7
and 0.8. In particular, the persistence in Germany is lower than in other countries, explaining
why the e�ect of wage rigidity in Germany is weaker. Table 2.5 accompanies these �ndings. We
observe that introducing wage rigidity increases the correlation between the simulations and the
data, with the e�ect being weaker in Germany. In the case of France, full wage rigidity makes
the simulations more volatile relative to the data.

Our methodology presents timing issues, which are highlighted by the increased persistence
of unemployment under the sclerotic calibrations. These are especially noticeable in Spain and in
Italy. Overall we observe that our simulations lag relative to the data by roughly two to �ve quar-
ters, depending on the country. We also cannot explain the peak in unemployment in Germany
in 2005.

Figure 2.11 shows the simulated unemployment using only SDF shocks, by �uidity of the
labor market. Here, the unemployment bene�t b is set to 0.4 to focus on the di�erences caused
by the variation in transition probabilities. As we observed in the Impulse-Response Functions
in Figure 2.8, �uid labor markets allow for similarly volatile but less persistent responses of
unemployment relative to sclerotic environments. Moreover, the (small) di�erences between
�uid and sclerotic environments are consistent with the �nding in the left panel of Figure 2.9,
where we showed that SDF shocks with lower persistence are less ampli�ed in sclerotic markets
than highly persistent ones. Yet, for all countries more sclerotic labor markets generate higher
volatility than �uid ones conditional on discount shocks. The top panel of Table 2.6 shows that
sclerotic markets are more important in France than in other countries in amplifying the variation
in discounts.

We assess the role of LMIs on the propagation of productivity shocks with Figure 2.12. Con-
sistently with the literature, our model with productivity shocks does not generate enough un-
employment volatility to explain the data. Productivity does a worse job under sclerotic labor
markets relative to �uid ones: as we observed in the right panel of Figure 2.8, productivity shocks
cause more persistent but less volatile movements in unemployment. The bottom panel of Table
2.6 summarizes the results. The measure of “�t” for France slightly increases with the sclerotic
calibration relative to the �uid one, but a closer inspection of the corresponding plot reveals that
this is due to a better timing of the variations rather than to increased volatility. In Spain, pro-
ductivity shocks cause the wrong signs in the variation of simulated unemployment. The joint
dynamics of productivity and unemployment in Spain constitute a long-standing puzzle. As ar-
gued in Comin et al. (2019), this may be due to the reliance in Spain on �xed-term contracts in
recent decades. During the Great Recession, workers in �xed-terms contracts, likely working
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Figure 2.10: Simulated unemployment feeding in only SDF shocks, by degree of wage rigidity.
Country speci�c calibration.

Figure 2.11: Simulated unemployment feeding in only SDF shocks, by �uidity of labor markets.
Wages are fully �exible.
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Table 2.6: Covariance between simulations and data (by LMI), relative to the volatility in observed
(HP-�ltered) unemployment. Fully �exible wages. Unemployment bene�t set to b = 0.4.

LMIs Germany France Spain Italy

Only �-shocks
Fluid 0.2841 0.4057 0.0889 0.2570
Sclerotic 0.3415 0.7627 0.1523 0.3087

Only z-shocks
Fluid 0.0729 0.0422 −0.0947 0.1319
Sclerotic 0.0171 0.0592 −0.1181 0.0406

Table 2.7: Covariance between simulations and data, relative to the volatility in observed (HP-
�ltered) unemployment.

Source of variation Germany France Spain Italy

Only z-shocks 0.0344 0.1147 −0.2715 0.0776
Only �-shocks 0.3415 0.7627 0.1523 0.3087
Both shocks 0.3748 0.8781 −0.1191 0.3882

lower hours and at lower productivity than workers in �xed-term contracts, have been the �rst
to lose employment. This may explain why both output per worker and unemployment have
increased.

We conclude by comparing the relative contribution of SDF shocks to productivity shocks.
Figure 2.13 shows simulated unemployment as predicted by both shocks fed in the model. Table
2.7 provides a numerical representation of the results. It also shows the simulations where one
shock is shut down, in order to provide a sense of the decomposition of the overall e�ects. We
see that the simulations with both shocks are predominantly driven by SDF shocks as opposed to
productivity shocks. Quantitatively, our model �ts France better than Germany and Italy, while
we predict the wrong variations in Spain due to productivity.

2.5 Conclusion

In this paper we wrote a representative agent model of the labor market with search and matching
frictions, augmented with a discount factor shock. We estimate discount factor and aggregate
productivity shocks externally relative to the model. We simulated the model with the estimated
shocks and compared the simulations to the data. We found that discount factor shocks can
explain a signi�cant portion of the volatility of unemployment, contrary to productivity shocks.
However, neither the discount factor nor the productivity shocks can explain the di�erences in
unemployment dynamics that we observe across European countries.
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Figure 2.12: Simulated unemployment feeding in only productivity shocks, by �uidity of labor
markets. Wages are fully �exible.

Figure 2.13: Decomposition of simulated unemployment feeding in both shocks. Wages are fully
�exible. Country-speci�c calibration.



Chapter 3

European Unemployment and Dual
Labor Markets

This chapter is based on joint work with Diego Comin, Riccardo Franceschin and Antonella Trigari.

3.1 Introduction

Aggregate data on labor market outcomes shows considerable di�erences across European coun-
tries. While the �ndings in the previous Chapter show that discounts can explain �uctuations
in the time series of unemployment, discounts cannot explain the timing of certain variations.
This paper explores the hypothesis that European countries are characterized by di�erent uses
of Fixed-Term Contracts (FTCs) and Open-Ended Contracts (OECs). An economy that predomi-
nantly uses OECs is plausibly adjusting to macroeconomic conditions more slowly relative to an
economy that relies on FTCs. This Chapter presents the model and its main mechanisms.

We extend the Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides (DMP) model in the previous Chapter by in-
troducing FTCs and OECs. Their coexistence in equilibrium is motivated by heterogeneous
match-speci�c workers’ productivity. Firms and workers choose between the two contracts when
matched. The FTC is more �exible relative to the OEC in that �rms can terminate it without any
�ring cost. A FTC lasts only one period, but agents may choose to renew it. On the other hand,
an OEC features a lower exogenous job-destruction rate relative to a FTC. We interpret the dif-
ference between the two exogenous job-destruction rates as di�erent probabilities with which a
worker quits a job for reasons not directly related to labor market outcomes.

Matches between �rms and workers are heterogeneous because of idiosyncratic productivity,
which is drawn at the match. However, matched agents initially observe only one signal about the
match-speci�c productivity. They fully observe it only after some periods with some exogenous
arrival rate.

Future work consists of replicating the methodology applied to the representative agent
model with the heterogeneous agents, dual labor market model. The goal is to understand
whether di�erent implementations of this duality can account for di�erences in unemployment
dynamics across EU countries.

We contribute to the dual labor market literature by providing a model of business cycles
with a possible choice for agents between OEC and FTC. The choice that agents faces is similar
to Garibaldi and Violante (2005), but with the addition of a learning process that is instead present
in Faccini (2014). These aspects become fundamental in presence of shocks to productivity or to
the discount factor, since di�erent contracts can induce di�erent responses of agents. FTCs for
example are easy to terminate and they can be adjusted quickly increasing the unemployment
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level, as noted in Caggese and Cuñat (2008). Finally, these aspects seems relevant in determining
the overall performance of a labor market after a shock, as noted in Bentolila et al. (2012).

Section 3.2 describes the model and its key mechanisms. Section 3.3 discusses the methodol-
ogy and the empirical strategy, together with directions of future work.

3.2 The Model

3.2.1 Description of the model and main mechanisms

This model takes a standard Diamond-Mortensen-Pissarides model and adds a major departure:
the presence of both temporary and permanent contracts. On one hand, temporary contracts
can be endogenously destroyed at no cost, while permanent contracts can be destroyed subject
to a �ring cost. On the other hand, permanent contracts bene�t from a lower probability of
exogenous separation. To generate a trade-o� between temporary and permanent contracts,
we consider a distribution of match-speci�c productivities, which are �rst signalled and then
randomly revealed at a later stage. When an unemployed worker and a �rm are matched, a
match-speci�c productivity a is drawn, but only a noisy signal s is observed by agents. Depending
on the signal, agents decide to discard the match, sign a temporary contract or sign a permanent
contract. After the �rst period of a contract, the productivity a is revealed with probability �
through a Calvo lottery. Depending on the information available to them, agents decide whether
to terminate an existing contract or to renew it. If a contract is temporary, then it can be converted
to a permanent one. If a contract is permanent, then it can either be destroyed or renewed.
However, if a contract is temporary, the option to renew it as such is unavailable to agents with
probability �, in which case they either destroy the contract or convert it into a permanent one.

Temporary contracts provide a way for agents to insure against the risk of low productivity
a in face of a high signal s. Once such uncertainty is resolved, agents have no incentive to opt
for a temporary contract other than the absence of a �ring cost. The advantage of a permanent
contract is the reduced risk of exogenous separation.

To understand better the model, let us consider a newly formed match and follow it through
time. Matches that take place in period t − 1 become productive only at period t . At the match, a
signal s over the the match-speci�c productivity is known. At the beginning of period t , the pair
(�t , zt ) becomes common knowledge. As soon as aggregate uncertainty resolves, the worker and
the �rm involved in the new match bargain. Based on s and the aggregate state, �rms and workers
bargain on wages and they decide whether to reject the match, write a temporary contract or
write a permanent contract. After the contract has been written, production happens. With some
exogenous probabilities �T > �P , the match is broken: the worker will go back to unemployment
and the �rm will post a new vacancy in period t +1. If the match is not broken, then agents learn
the true value of a with probability � . If they do not learn a, they retain their knowledge of s and
a|s. Period t ends.

Period t + 1 begins and the pair (�t+2, zt+1) becomes common knowledge. Based on either s
or a and the aggregate state, the worker and the �rm bargain on the wage for period t + 1 and
decide whether to separate or continue the contract. If a contract continues, then it can be again
either temporary or permanent. However, with probability �, the option of keeping a temporary
contract is unavailable to agents. As the wage at t + 1 is bargained before the new contract is
written and before production takes place, wages for the second period of a contract are going
to depend on the type of contract that was in place in period t . In particular, the wage for a
permanent contract at t + 1 that was temporary at t will di�er from the wage for a permanent
contract at t + 1 that was permanent at t . This happens because the �rm has di�erent outside
options. If the �rst contract was temporary, then the �rm may decide to �re the worker at no
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cost. If the �rst contract was permanent, then the �rm may decide to �re the worker at a �xed
�ring cost f . After the contract for period t + 1 has been written production takes place. With
some exogenous probability �T or �P , the match is broken. If agents did not learn a at the end
of the previous period, then they will have the chance to learn it with probability � . Period t + 1
ends.

If a match survives this far, then the dynamics of period t+1will repeat in subsequent periods.

3.2.2 Timing

Within each period t , the following happens, in this order.

1. Aggregate uncertainty (�t , zt ) resolves.

2. New matches are formed: both a and s are drawn, but only s is observed.

3. All agents in a match (newly formed or not) bargain over wages and contracts on the basis
of s or a depending on their information set. Agents in an old match that are bound by a
temporary contract are kept from renewing it as temporary with probability � (and are so
left with either endogenously breaking the contract or transorming it to a permanent).

4. Production takes place.

5. Matches are exogenously destroyed with probability �T or �P , depending on which con-
tract is in place.

6. Agents that know s but not a gain knowledge of a with probability � . Those who do not
learn a retain their knowledge of s and a|s.

3.2.3 The model

The choice of endogenously terminating a contract is a bilateral decision from both the �rm and
the worker. In other words, if the �rm �nds it convenient to �re the worker, also the worker will
�nd it convenient to return to unemployment. This assumption simpli�es the exposition and
the solution of the model. We refer to the endogenous separations as the �rm deciding to �re
the worker. We interpret exogeonus separations as matches that break for reasons we cannot
capture in the model (e.g., a �rm ceasing its activity for reasons not related to the labor market).
In case of an exogenous separation, the �rm never incurs in any �ring cost.

Idiosyncratic (match-speci�c) productivity

a iid∼  (�a, �a)

Signal to employer at the match

s = a + �s"st "st
iid∼  (0, 1)

The prior is a ∼ (�a, �2a ), likelihood is s|a ∼ (a, �2s ). The posterior is

a|s ∼ (
s�2a + �a�2s
�2a + �2s

,
�2a�2s
�2a + �2s )

.

Let Fa|s(⋅) denote the CDF of a|s.
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The exogenous processes are the aggregate discount factor � and the aggregate productivity
z. They evolve according to AR(1) processes:

zt = (1 − �z)z̄ + �zzt−1 + �z"zt "zt
iid∼  (0, 1)

�t = (1 − �� )�̄ + ���t−1 + ��"
�
t "�t

iid∼  (0, 1)

Note that �t is subject to the shock "�t . In other words, the value �t is known at the beginning of
period t .

In the following, the expectation operator Et (⋅) is taken with respect to aggregate uncertainty,
which is here given by productivity zt and discounts �t . The expectation with respect to idiosyn-
cratic uncertainty is explicitly written with an integral.

As anticipated above, we have two relevant categories of periods. The �rst one is about the
�rst periods of a contract, from the match up until the learning of the match-speci�c produc-
tivity (unless the match is broken before this moment). In these periods, agents take decisions
based on their knowledge of s and the aggregate state. Each contract can be either permanent or
temporary. The values and the wages in this category of periods present the superscript T or P
to re�ect the choice of the contract. After the �rst period of a match, the type of the contract in
the previous period is relevant for wage bargaining as mentioned above. We keep track of this
by attaching the superscripts {T , T}, {T , P} and {P, P} to the value functions and the wages.
Values and wages in this category of periods are function of s and not of a.

The second type of periods is about the later periods of a contract starting from the moment
where agents learn about a. Again, each contract can be either temporary or permanent and
the type of the previous contract is relevant. Values and wages in this category of periods are
function of a and not of s. We group the exposition of the value functions, surpluses and wages
by these periods.

Periods of a match where only s is known

Let J it denote the value of a temporary (i = T ) or a permanent (i = P ) job at the �rst period after
a match. Let the value of a worker Wt be superscripted similarly.

At the match, a match-speci�c productivity a is drawn. However, at this stage workers and
�rms only observe the noisy signal s = a+". At the match, workers and �rms bargain a wage and
a contract type given their knowledge of s. Agents can decide to reject the match if the signal
s is too low. Otherwise they decide whether to start a temporary contract or a permanent one.
The �rm has the following values for a job at this stage and at this �rst period of a match, J Tt (s)
and J Pt (s):

J Tt (s) = ∫
∞

−∞
a dFa|s(a) + zt − wT

t (s) + �tEt (�
TVt+1 + (1 − �T )� ×

× [(1 − �) ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Vt+1; J T ,Tt+1 (a); J

T ,P
t+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a) + � ∫

∞

−∞
max

{
Vt+1; J T ,Pt+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a)] +

+ (1 − �T )(1 − � ) [(1 − �) max
{
Vt+1; J T ,Tt+1 (s); J

T ,P
t+1 (s)

}
+ �max

{
Vt+1; J T ,Pt+1 (s)

}
])

J Pt (s) = ∫
∞

−∞
a dFa|s(a) + zt − wP

t (s) + �tEt (�
PVt+1 + (1 − �P ) ×

× [� ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Vt+1 − f ; J P,Pt+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a) + (1 − � ) max

{
Vt+1 − f ; J P,Pt+1 (s)

}
]) .

The �rm observes the signal s and computes the expected match-speci�c productivity given the
posterior distribution of a, Fa|s(a). It also collects the aggregate productivity zt . It pays the wage,
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which depends on the type of contract. With probability �T (�P ), the temporary (permanent)
contract is exogenously destroyed and the �rm posts a new vacancy. If the match is not exoge-
nously destroyed, then the �rm decides whether to endogenously �re the worker and collect V
or to keep the contract. If the existing contract is temporary, it can either be renewed as such or
converted to a permanent contract. The choice of keeping the temporary contract is unavailable
to agents with probability �. If the existing contract is permanent, the �rm will have to pay a
�xed �ring cost f in order to �re the worker. With probability � , agents learn the true match-
speci�c productivity a. If they do not learn it, then they retain the knowledge of s as drawn at
the beginning of the match, together with the posterior distribution a|s.

On the other hand the worker collects the values of working W T
t (s) and W P

t (s):

W T
t (s) = w

T
t (s) + �tEt (�

TUt+1 + (1 − �T )� [(1 − �) ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Ut+1;W T ,T

t+1 (a);W
T ,P
t+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a)+

+� ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Ut+1;W T ,P

t+1 (a)
}

dFa|s(a)] +

+ (1 − �T )(1 − � ) [(1 − �) max
{
Ut+1;W T ,T

t+1 (s);W
T ,P
t+1 (s)

}
+ �max

{
Ut+1;W T ,P

t+1 (s)
}
])

W P
t (s) = w

P
t (s) + �tEt (�

PUt+1 + (1 − �P ) [� ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Ut+1;W P,P

t+1 (a)
}

dFa|s(a)+

+(1 − � ) max
{
Ut+1;W P,P

t+1 (s)
}
]) .

Given the signal, the worker collects the wage, which again di�ers according to the type of
contract. If the match is exogenously destroyed with probability �T or �P , the worker collects
the expected value of unemployment. If the match is not exogenously destroyed, then the worker
either continues working or goes back to unemployment if the �rm �res her.

After the �rst period of the match, agents may still ignore the true value of a. In this case,
the value functions for the �rm are

J T ,Tt (s) = ∫
∞

−∞
a dFa|s(a) + zt − wT ,T

t (s) + �tEt (�
TVt+1 + (1 − �T )� [(1 − �) ×

× ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Vt+1; J T ,Tt+1 (a); J

T ,P
t+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a) + � ∫

∞

−∞
max

{
Vt+1; J T ,Pt+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a)] +

+ (1 − �T )(1 − � ) [(1 − �) max
{
Vt+1; J T ,Tt+1 (s); J

T ,P
t+1 (s)

}
+ �max

{
Vt+1; J T ,Pt+1 (s)

}
])

J T ,Pt (s) = ∫
∞

−∞
a dFa|s(a) + zt − wT ,P

t (s) + �tEt (�
PVt+1 + (1 − �P )� ×

× ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Vt+1 − f ; J P,Pt+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a) + (1 − �P )(1 − � ) max

{
Vt+1 − f ; J P,Pt+1 (s)

}
)

J P,Pt (s) = ∫
∞

−∞
a dFa|s(a) + zt − wP,P

t (s) + �tEt (�
PVt+1 + (1 − �P )� ×

× ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Vt+1 − f ; J P,Pt+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a) + (1 − �P )(1 − � ) max

{
Vt+1 − f ; J P,Pt+1 (s)

}
)
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and for the worker are

W T ,T
t (s) = wT ,T

t (s) + �tEt (�
TUt+1 + (1 − �T )� [(1 − �) ∫

∞

−∞
max

{
Ut+1;W T ,T

t+1 (a);W
T ,P
t+1 (a)

}
dFa|s(a)+

+� ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Ut+1;W T ,P

t+1 (a)
}

dFa|s(a)] +

+ (1 − �T )(1 − � ) [(1 − �) max
{
Ut+1;W T ,T

t+1 (s);W
T ,P
t+1 (s)

}
+ �max

{
Ut+1;W T ,P

t+1 (s)
}
])

W T ,P
t (s) = wT ,P

t (s) + �tEt (�
PUt+1 + (1 − �P ) [� ∫

∞

−∞
max

{
Ut+1;W P,P

t+1 (a)
}

dFa|s(a)+

+ (1 − � ) max
{
Ut+1;W P,P

t+1 (s)
}
])

W P,P
t (s) = wP,P

t (s) + �tEt (�
PUt+1 + (1 − �P ) [� ∫

∞

−∞
max

{
Ut+1;W P,P

t+1 (a)
}

dFa|s(a)+

+ (1 − � ) max
{
Ut+1;W P,P

t+1 (s)
}
]) .

The meaning of these values is analogous to the Bellman equations above. The main di�erence
lies in the wages, which depend on the type of the previous contract because of di�erent outside
options for the �rm.

The surpluses from temporary and permanent contracts before such contracts are signed are

STt (s) = [J Tt (s) − Vt] + [W T
t (s) − Ut]

SPt (s) = [J Pt (s) − Vt] + [W P
t (s) − Ut]

ST ,Tt (s) = [J T ,Tt (s) − Vt] + [W T ,T
t (s) − Ut]

ST ,Pt (s) = [J T ,Pt (s) − Vt] + [W T ,P
t (s) − Ut]

SP,Pt (s) = [J P,Pt (s) − Vt] + [W P,P
t (s) − Ut]

The surpluses of the �rm J Pt (s) and J T ,Pt do not include the �ring cost because the surpluses are
measured before the contract in period t is signed, so that the �rm may simply decide not to sign
a contract if the permanent one is not convenient.

Wages are set at the match according to Nash bargaining.

wT
t (s) = argmax

wT
t (s)

[J Tt (s) − Vt]
�
[W T

t (s) − Ut]
1−�

wP
t (s) = argmax

wP
t (s)

[J Pt (s) − Vt]
�
[W P

t (s) − Ut]
1−�

wT ,T
t (s) = arg max

wT ,T
t (s)

[J T ,Tt (s) − Vt]
�
[W T ,T

t (s) − Ut]
1−�

wT ,P
t (s) = arg max

wT ,P
t (s)

[J T ,Pt (s) − Vt]
�
[W T ,P

t (s) − Ut]
1−�

wP,P
t (s) = arg max

wP,P
t (s)

[J P,Pt (s) − (Vt − f )]
�
[W P,P

t (s) − Ut]
1−�
.

Note that the relevant surplus of the �rm in determining the wage of a permanent contract,wP
t (s),

is simply J Pt (s) − Vt and not J Pt (s) − Vt − f . The argument is analogous in the case of wT ,P
t (s).
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Periods of a match where a is known

Aggregate uncertainty resolves at the beginning of the period. Before production, the parties
renegotiate the wage on the basis of a. Contracts that were previously temporary may be kept
temporary or converted to permanent, or they can be rescinded. The option of keeping a tem-
porary contract is unavailable to agents with probability �. Contracts that were permanent can
only be kept permanent or rescinded. If the previous contract was temporary, and because such
contract is in place at the moment of the renegotiation, the �rm does not consider the �ring cost
when bargaining the wage for the second period. For this reason we need to keep track of the
contract type in the previous period.

The �rm’s value of a job are the following:

J T ,Tt (a) = a + zt − wT ,T
t (a) + �tEt (�TVt+1 + (1 − �T ) [(1 − �) max

{
Vt+1; J T ,Tt+1 (a); J

T ,P
t+1 (a)

}
+

+�max
{
Vt+1; J T ,Pt+1 (a)

}
])

J T ,Pt (a) = a + zt − wT ,P
t (a) + �tEt (�PVt+1 + (1 − �P ) max

{
Vt+1 − f ; J P,Pt+1 (a)

}
)

J P,Pt (a) = a + zt − wP,P
t (a) + �tEt (�PVt+1 + (1 − �P ) max

{
Vt+1 − f ; J P,Pt+1 (a)

}
) .

Firms collect production a + zt and pay wages. If the contract is not exogenously destroyed with
probability �P , then the �rm decides whether to keep the worker or to �re her.

Workers’ value of working is similar as above, with the exception of the wage.

W T ,T
t (a) = wT ,T

t (a) + �tEt (�TUt+1 + (1 − �T ) [(1 − �) max
{
Ut+1;W T ,T

t+1 (a);W
T ,P
t+1 (a)

}
+

+�max
{
Ut+1;W T ,P

t+1 (a)
}
])

W T ,P
t (a) = wT ,P

t (a) + �tEt (�PUt+1 + (1 − �P ) max
{
Ut+1;W P,P

t+1 (a)
}
)

W P,P
t (a) = wP,P

t (a) + �tEt (�PUt+1 + (1 − �P ) max
{
Ut+1;W P,P

t+1 (a)
}
) .

Surpluses after the �rst period of a contract before the new temporary/permanent contract
is signed are

ST ,Tt (a) = [J T ,Tt (a) − Vt] + [W T ,T
t (a) − Ut]

ST ,Pt (a) = [J T ,Pt (a) − Vt] + [W T ,P
t (a) − Ut]

SP,Pt (a) = [J P,Pt (a) − (Vt − f )] + [W P,P
t (a) − Ut] .

Wages in this period are again Nash-bargained:

wT ,T
t (a) = arg max

wT ,T
t (a)

[J T ,Tt (a) − Vt]
�
[W T ,T

t (a) − Ut]
1−�

wT ,P
t (a) = arg max

wT ,P
t (a)

[J T ,Pt (a) − Vt]
�
[W T ,P

t (a) − Ut]
1−�

wP,P
t (a) = arg max

wP,P
t (a)

[J P,Pt (a) − (Vt − f )]
�
[W P,P

t (a) − Ut]
1−�

Again, the �rm does not consider �ring costs if the previous contract was temporary, as this
renegotiation happens with the previous contract in place.

Other equations of the model

Let Fs(⋅) denote the CDF of the signals s. The value of unemployment for a worker is:

Ut = b + �tEt ((1 − pt )Ut+1 + pt ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Ut+1;W T

t+1(s);W
P
t+1(s)

}
dFs(s)) .
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The unemployed worker collects the unemployment bene�t b. She �nds a job with probability pt
If she �nds a job, then she will complete the unemployment spell for period t and the match will
be e�ective at time t + 1, at which point she may either get a temporary contract or a permanent
one depending on the (unknown at this stage) draw of the signal s. If she does not �nd a job, she
continues collecting the value of unemployment.

Firms need to post vacancies before hiring. The value of opening a vacancy is

Vt = −� + �tEt ((1 − qt )Vt+1 + qt ∫
∞

−∞
max

{
Vt+1; J Tt+1(s); J

P
t+1(s)

}
dFs(s)) .

The �rm faces a �xed cost � to open a vacancy. It will �nd a worker with probability qt , but the
match is assumed to be e�ective starting in period t +1. In this case, the �rm will decide whether
to sign a temporary or permanent contract on the basis of the (unknown at this stage) signal s.
If the �rm does not �nd a worker, then it collects the future value of a vacancy.

We assume free-entry for �rms, which drives the value of a vacancy to zero. By setting Vt = 0
at all periods t , we have

�
qt
= �tEt (∫

∞

−∞
max

{
0; J Tt+1(s); J

P
t+1(s)

}
dFs(s)) .

Matches depend on the stock of unemployed people and the number of open vacancies:

mt = �mu�t v
1−�
t .

The transition probabilities are:

pt =
mt

ut
qt =

mt

vt
.

Let Ct (⋅) denote the contract that is chosen by �rms and workers. Formally,

C0t (s) ≡ argmax
{
Vt ; J Tt (s); J

P
t (s)

}
∈ {N , T , P}

CT
t (s) ≡ argmax

{
Vt ; J T ,Tt (s); J T ,Pt (s)

}
∈ {N , T , P}

CP
t (s) ≡ argmax

{
Vt − f ; J P,Pt (s)

}
∈ {N , P}

C�
t (s) ≡ argmax

{
Vt ; J T ,Pt (s)

}
∈ {N , P}

CT
t (a) ≡ argmax

{
Vt ; J T ,Tt (a); J T ,Pt (a)

}
∈ {N , T , P}

CP
t (a) ≡ argmax

{
Vt − f ; J P,Pt (a)

}
∈ {N , P}

C�
t (a) ≡ argmax

{
Vt ; J T ,Pt (a)

}
∈ {N , P},

where N stands for none, T for temporary and P for permanent.
With these de�nitions, we start the following accounting exercise. The probabilities to sign

no/a temporary/a permanent contract in the �rst period of the matches are

N 0
t ≡ ∫

∞

−∞
1 (C0t (s) = N ) dFs(s)

T 0t ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1 (C0t (s) = T) dFs(s)

P0t ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1 (C0t (s) = P) dFs(s).
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In words, N 0
t is the probability that new matches that are rejected, while T 0t and P0t are the proba-

bilities that temporary and permanent contracts are signed right after a match. The probabilities
for contracts after the �rst period of a match that were previously temporary contracts are

N T ;s
t ≡ ∫

∞

−∞
1 (CT

t (s) = N ) dFs(s) N T ;a
t ≡ ∫

∞

−∞
1 (CT

t (a) = N ) dFa(a)

T T ;st ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1 (CT

t (s) = T) dFs(s) T T ;at ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1 (CT

t (a) = T) dFa(a)

PT ;st ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1 (CT

t (s) = P) dFs(s) PT ;at ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1 (CT

t (a) = P) dFa(a),

those that were previously permanent are

N P ;s
t ≡ ∫

∞

−∞
1 (CP

t (s) = N ) dFs(s) N P ;a
t ≡ ∫

∞

−∞
1 (CP

t (a) = N ) dFa(a)

PP ;st ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1 (CP

t (s) = P) dFs(s) PP ;at ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1 (CP

t (a) = P) dFa(a),

and those that were temporary and cannot be renewed (because of the lottery with probability
�)

N �;s
t ≡ ∫

∞

−∞
1(C

�
t (s) = N) dFs(s) N �;a

t ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1(C

�
t (a) = N) dFa(a)

P�;st ≡ ∫
∞

−∞
1(C

�
t (s) = P) dFs(s) P�;at ≡ ∫

∞

−∞
1(C

�
t (a) = P) dFa(a).

In words (and taking an example), PT ,at is the probability that a worker signs a permanent contract
after coming from a temporary and given that she observed the match-speci�c productivity a.

We measure the stocks of workers that are employed with a temporary/permanent contract
depending on whether they only know s or they already know a. The mass of workers that
obtain a job is:

eT ;st+1 = ptutT
0
t

eP ;st+1 = ptutP
0
t ,

In essence, this is considering workers that �nd a job from unemployment (ptut ) and that sign a
temporary/permanent contract. There cannot be stocks e⋅;at because nobody learns a right after
the match. The stocks of workers that are employed after the �rst period of a contract given they
were employed under a temporary/permanent are:

eT ,Tt+1 = e
T ,T
t + eTt (1 − �

T )T Tt − eT ,Tt [�
T + (1 − �T ) [�N

�
t + (1 − �)N

T
t ]]

eT ,Pt+1 = e
T
t (1 − �

T )PTt
eP,Pt+1 = e

P,P
t + ePt (1 − �

P )PPt − e
P,P
t [�P + (1 − �P )N P

t ] .

Each worker transitions to a permanent contract provided that the match is not exogenously
broken and provided that both the �rm and the worker found it pro�table to sign the new per-
manent contract. The transitions from permanent to permanent need to account for workers
whose contract lasted for three periods or more, together with those that will become unem-
ployed for either exogenous or endogenous reasons. Note that eT ,Pt is reset at every period (i.e.,
it does not depend on its past value).

Unemployment evolves according to the following law of motion

ut+1 = ut −mt [T 0t + P
0
t ] + �

T [eTt + e
T ,T
t ] + �P [ePt + e

T ,P
t + eP,Pt ] +

+ (1 − �T )N T
t [eTt + e

T ,T
t ] + (1 − �P )N P

t [ePt + e
T ,P
t + eP,Pt ] .
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3.3 Discussion

This paper only presents a model and its main mechanisms, together with some motivating ob-
servations. Because the calibration is not ready yet, we are unable to present Impulse-Response
Functions (IRFs) nor simulations. We also cannot explore the necessary conditions of the model,
because heterogeneity constitutes considerable complexity in the analytical tractability of the
model. However, we can discuss certain properties of the model and outline a roadmap for fu-
ture work.

First, because all value functions are increasing in the match-speci�c productivity, there are
two endogenous thresholds. Consider a worker-�rm pair that just got matched and who observe
the productivity signal s. Let s and s be two endogenous thresholds, such that s < s. If s < s, then
the match will be jointly rejected by the parties. We interpret this as the parties not �nding the
match good enough. For example, the worker meets their potential colleagues, sees that their
professional relationship would hinder the worker’s productivity and would rather not work at
that �rm. If s < s < s, then the parties will jointly decide to sign a �xed-term contract. We
interpret this as parties “trying out” the professional relationship before committing to a longer-
term contract. This can either happen for workers that just entered the labor force (e.g., recent
graduates) or for workers that change industry. If s > s, then the parties will jointly decide to
sign an open-ended contract. This may happen because parties are con�dent enough about the
outcomes of the match and would rather secure the match for a high enough number of periods.
Similar thresholds exist for the actual productivity a, which will be relevant when parties learn
the true underlying match productivity. Therefore, we can partition the entire labor force in three
segments: unemployed, employed with a FTC and employed with an OEC. The measures of these
segments will be related to the thresholds. The thresholds s, s, a and a in a stationary steady-
state will entirely depend on the calibration. This will allow us to target the fractions of people
in each segment of the labor force that we observe in the data. However, doing so is di�cult,
because the distribution of wages will depends on these thresholds as well. This di�culty holds
us back from disclosing the details of the calibration at this stage.

Second, agents in this model may wish to sign a FTC exclusively because it provides a pro-
bationary period. In fact, signing an OEC while the match-speci�c productivity is only noisily
observed may be non-optimal. As soon as the real productivity is observed, agents have little
to no incentive to keep a FTC. On the other hand, agents may spend a long period of time in a
FTC because they take a long time to learn the real productivity. This may create a counterfac-
tual prediction. In reality, many legislations in Europe require that a FTC does not last too long.
While FTCs may be renewed a limited number of times, they are supposed to either be with-
drawn or converted in an OEC. Therefore, we introduced a Calvo-style lottery whereby, with
some probability, an existing FTC cannot be renewed as such. We will calibrate such probability
to match the maximum duration a (renewed) FTC may have given existing legislations.

Third, the model aims at explaining aggregate phenomena, although it features heteroge-
neous agents. As mentioned above, they key aggregate moments we will target with the calibra-
tion are the fractions of workers that are unemployed, employed with a FTC and unemployed
with an OEC. Additionally, we will give attention to labor market transitions across the three
states. Particular attention will be given to the distribution of wages across employment sta-
tuses. This requires data on wages that is not necessarily available for all countries we focused
on in the previous Chapter (i.e., Germany, France, Spain and Italy). Currently, we only have all
the required data for Italy. Future work will investigate the availability of data for other countries.

Results we are currently working on are the following. First, as mentioned, we are working
on the calibration of the model. Second, we will study the Impulse-Response Functions predicted
by the model. This will allow us to inspect the main mechanisms a describe all the properties
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of the model. Third, we intend to provide simulations of the model given the exogenous series
for productivity and discounts we obtained in the previous Chapter. While we established that
productivity and discounts, together with wage rigidity, may explain the volatility of unemploy-
ment, adding dual labor markets will shed light on the di�erences in the timings of �uctuations.
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